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GEOLOGIC ATLAS OF THE UNITED STATES. 

l:Kl'l'S OF RUHVEY A0iD OF l'UBLICATION. 

The Geologieal Huney is making a topogrnphic and a. gc'O-" 

logic atlas of the United Stales. The topogruphie atlus will 
eomlist of maps ('al!t~(l atlas sheets, and the geologic atlas will 
consist of pn,rts called foll:os. Each folio illCludf's topographic 
and geologic lllnps of a certain four-sided area, calletl a Ijuad

milgle, OJ' of more thun one Buell area, and a tf'xt dt-scribing its 
topographic and geologie features. A quadrangle is liinited by 
pnrallcJ8 and meridian8, not by political houndary lines, suell 
as those of Sta[p:,,\, COHn ties, and townships. Each /luadrnngle 
is named fl'om a town or a natural featnre within it, and at 
the sides unu comers of cuch map are printed the names of 
a.djacent qlludrtUlgles. 

seA L1£8 (W TIm M 11 1'8. 

On a map drawn to the w~[Jlc of' 1 inch t.o the mile a linear 
mile on the ground would be represented by a lineal' illeh on 
thc map, and eat'll "qnare mile of the ground would be repre
sented by U I:>quare inch of t.he map. The seale may beexprcssed 
also by a fraction, of which the numerator represents a unit of 
linear lllt'<tsure on the nHlp and the denominator t.he corre
spondiug Blullber of like units on the ground. Thus, as there 
are 63,300 inehcs in 11 mile, the scale 1 inch to the mile is 
exprcsl:>cd by the fraction or thc ratio 1:G3,:360. 

The thrce scalf'S nscd on standard maps of the GeologicHl 
tlurveyare J:62,000, 1:125,000, and 1:250,000,1 inch on the 
map corresponding approximately to 1 mile, 2 miles, and 4 
miles on the grolllld. On the scale of 1: 02,500 a square inch 
of nUlp surfacc repl'eseuUl abont 1 !'l(luare mile of earth sur
Ewe; on the scale of' l:J25,000, about 4 square Illiles; and un 
the scalc of' 1:2t:iO,OOO, about 16 square miles. In geueral a 
standard lIlap on the scale of' 1: 2;'>0,000 represents a "sqllare 
degree" ~that is, an area measuring 1 degree of latitude by 
1 degree of longitllde; one on the seale of 1: 12;3,000 represents 
one-fhurth of a "square llegl'ee"; and one ou the scale of 
1:62,500 reprc!'!cnts one-sixteenth of a "square degrce." The 
arclls of' the COlTc!'lpoll(ling quaJralJgles are about 4,000, 1,000, 
and 250 square mile!'l, thougll tlli:'y vary with the latitude, a 
"square degree" in the latitude of Boston, for example, being 
only 3,t:l:2,) square miles and one in the latitude of Galveston 
being 4,150 square miles. 

GEKlilHAL :FJ:<]ATt:m::s SllO\V:X ON 'I'HE 1't'LAP8. 

The gelleral features rcpresent.ed on the maps are of 
thl'ee clil:>tinct kintls-(1) inequalities of' suriiwe, called 
sudl as pIll ius, plateaus, valley!'!, hills, find mountains; 
distribution of watcr, called drainage, ~mdt as streams, 
and SWHmps; (3) the \vorks of man, called culture, such as 
roads, railroads, villages, and cities. 

lieliej.-All altitudcs are lIlcflsured from meun sea leveL 
The hcights of many points have berm accurately determined, 
and those of' SOHle are gi\'cn au t.he lUap ill figures. It is 
desirable, however, to show the altitude of all parts of' the area 
mapped, the form of the surfaee, and t.he grade of llll slope!'l. 
This is done by contour lincs, printed in brown, each repre
senting a certain hcight above sca leyel. A eontour on fhe 
ground passes through point!'l that have the sallie altitude. 
One who follows a contour will go neither uphill nor downhill 
but on a levd. The manncr in which eontoUI' lines express 
altitude, forlll, and slope is shown ill figure l. 

FIGURE L~Ideal view and col'l'e~pondillg contour u:mp. 

The view r('prer-;ents a river yalley bet.ween two hills. In 
the foreground i:l tlle :lea, with a bay t.hat. iR partly inclosed by 
a hooked sand hal'. Un each side of the valley is a terrace. 
The terrace on the rig-ht merges into a gentle upward slope; 
that on the left mt~l'ges into a steep :llope that passes up\\:anl to 
a cliff, or scurp, whieh contrasts with the gradual slope hack 
from its crest. Tn the Tllnp eaeh of these features is indieatt'd, 
dil'eetly beneadl its position in the view, by contour lincs. 
The map does not include the distan-t part of the view. 

As contours are continuous horizontal lines they wind 
smoothly about smooth surfaces, recede into ravines, and pro
ject arollTlll spurs or prominences. The relations of contour 
curve:l and anglml to the forlll of the lawl can be seen' froTll 
the map lind ,yketeh. The contour lines show not -only the 
shape of tlte hills Hnd valleys but their altitu(le, as well as the 

of all slopel:3. 
distance represented by the space behveen two 

suceessi ve contour liJles~the contour intel'Yal-is the same, 
whether the contours lie along a cliff or on a gentle slopc; b~t 
to re11ch a gi\Cen height on a gent.le slopc one must go fart.her 
t.han on a steep slope, and t.herefore contoms are far apart on 
gentle slopes and near together on steep slopes. 

The contour intenal is generally uniform throughout a 
single map. The relief of a flat or gently undulat.ing country 
can be adequately reprcsented only by the use of' a small con
tour interval; that of a steep or mountainou~ countr)' eun gen
erally be a.dequately represented on the sarne seale by the use 
of a larger interwl. The smallest interval commonly used on 
the atlas sheets of the Geological tlurvey is 5 feet, which is 
used for regions like the Mississippi Delta and the Dismal 
Swamp. An interval of 1 foot has been used on some largc
scale map:l of very flat art'llS. On maps of more rugged COUIl

try contour intervals of 10, 20, 25,50, nud 100 feeL arc used, 
and on maps of great mountain masses like those in Colorado 
the interval may be 2.50 feet. 

In figure 1 Ule contour interval is 20 feet, and thc contour 
lines therefore reln'cHent contours at 20,40,60, and 80 feet, and 
so OIl, above mean ,sea level. Along the contour at 200 feet lie 
all points that are 200 feet above the sea~that is, thil:> contour 
'would be thc shore line if t.he sea were t.o rise 200 feet; along 
the contour at 100 feet are all points that arc 100 feet above 
the sea; awl so on. In the space between any two contour" 
are all points whose llltitudes are above the lower and belo\v 
the higher contour. Thus the contour at 40 feet fall~ just 
below tlw edge of the t.errace, and that at 60 feet lies above tlle 
terrU{~e; therefore ull points on the termce are shovm to be 
more t.han 40 hut less than 60 feet above the sea. In this 
illustration all the contour lines are numbered, but. on most of 
the Oeologieal Burvey'~ maps all the mntonr lines are not 
numbered; only certain of them~say eyery fifth one, 'which 
is made slight.ly heavier-are numbered, for the height!'l shown 
by the o~hers may be learned by counting up or down from 
theso. More exaet altit.udes for many points arc given in 
bulletius published by the Geological Survey. 

Dmino/li':.-'Vatercourse!'l are indicated by blue lines. The 
line for a pel'(:~Illiial stream is unbroken; that for an inter
mittent stream is dotted; and that for a stream which sinks 
and reappears is broken. Lakes und other bodies of water 
and the several types of' marshy areas are also represented in 
blue. 

Cult-ure.-tlymbols for the works of man, including public
land lines and othet' boundary lines, a1:3 well as all the lettering,. 
are pril1tt~d in black. 

GliJOH)UlC PRA.'l'CllES SH(J\YN ON THE :.'trAPS. 

Thc mapR representing the geology show, by colors and 
con ventional signs printed on the topographic lllap a8 a base, 
the diHtribntion of roek masscs on the surface of the land 
and, by means of strueture sections, t.heil' underground rela
tions so far alii known, in snch detail as t.he scale permits. 

KIN DS (W ROCKS. 

Uoeks are of many kinds. On the geologic map they aro 
disting'lished a!'l igneous, :,;edimentary, and metamorphic. 

Igneous 1·(Jclcs.-Hocks that haye cooled and consolidated 
from it state of fusion are known as igneou8. Molteu material 
lws from time t.o time been forced np\vard in fissures or clnll1-
nels of yarious shaves and sizes through rocks of an ages to 
01' n\~arly to tJw surface. Hocks formed by the consolidation 
of' molten material, ot' rna!J1na, wit.hin these channels-that is, 
below the surface---are called intrusi'lie. An intrusive mass 
that occupies a nearly vertical fissure which has approximately 
pamllel wa.lls is called a d'ike; one that fills a large and ineg
ular conduit is termed a stock. Molten material tlwt t.raverses 
stratifled rocks may be intruded along bedding planes, forming 
massE'S callcd sills 01' sheets if they are relat.iyely thin and 
laccoliths if they are Jarge lenticular bodies. Molten material 
that is inclosed by rock cools 'slowly, and its component 
minerals crystallizc "dlen they solidify, so that intrusive roeks 
are generally crystalline. ,Molten material that is poured 'out 
t.hrough channels that rcach the surface is called lava, and 
lava ,may huild up volcanic mouutain!:!. Igneous rocks that 
ha ve solidified at the surfhce are called cxtrw:live or etfush)c. 
Lavas generally cool more rapidly than iutrusive rocks anti 
contain, c!'lpecially in t.heir outer parts, more or less volcanie 
glass, produced by rapid cbilling. The outer parts of lava 
How,> Hre also usually madc porous by the expansion of the 
gascs it,l t.he nHlgma. Explosions due to these gHses may 
accompany voleanie erupt.ions, e(lusing the ejection of dust, 
ash, lapilli, and larger fragments. These materials, when con
solidated, constitute breccias, agglomerates, and tuffs. 

Sedimentary rocks. - RockR composed of the transported 
fragments or particles of older roeks that have undergone 
di:,;iII t.egration, of volcanic material deposited in lakes and seas, 
or of material deposit.ed in such bodies of 'water by chemica.l 
precipitation or by organic act.ion are termed sedimentary. 

The ehief a.gent in the transportat.ion of rock debris is water 
ill motion, induding rain, streams, and the )vater of' lakes and 
of t.he sea. The materials are in large part carried as solid 
particles, and the deposits they form are called mechanical. 
tllldl deposits are gravcJ, sand, and clay, which are later con
solidated into eonglomerate, sandstolle, and shale. Some of 
t.he materials are carried in solution, and deposits composed of' 
t.hese materials are called organic if formed with the aid of life 
01' chemical if formed wit.hout the aid of life. The more COll
Illon rocks of chemical and organic origin are limestone, chert, 
gypsnm, salt, certain iron ores, peat, lignite, and coal. Any 
one of the kinds of' deposits namcd may be formed separately, 
or the different materials may be intermingled in many 'ways, 
pro<lucing a great variety of rocks. 

Another transporting agent is ail' in motion, or wind, and a 
third is ice in mot.ion, or gla.ciers. The most characteristic of 
the wind-borne or eolian deposits is loes8, a. tine-grained earth; 
the most characteristic of the glacial dcposits is till, a hetero~ 
gcneouR mixture of boulder!'l and pebbles with clay or sand. 

:'IIost sedimciltary rocks are made up of layers or beds 
th~.t can bc easily separat.ed. These layel's are called strata, 
and rocks deposited in such layers are said to be stmUfied. 

The surhlce of the eartll is not immovable; over wide regions 
it. very slowly r~ses or sinks with reference to the sea, and shore 
lines are thus ehanged. As a l'eSlllt. of upwHrd movement 
marine sediment.ary rocks mny become part of the land, and 
most of our land surface is in faet composed of rocks that were 
originally depol:3it.ed as sediments in the sea. 

Hocks exposed at t.he surface of the lanll are acted on by air, 
watcr, icc, animals, a.nt! plants, especially the low organisms 
known as bacteria. They gradua.lly disintegrate, and their 
more solublo parts are leached out, the less soluble material 
bcing left as a J·esidua.l layer. 'Vater washe.:l this material 
down the slopes, and it is eventually carried by rivers to the 
ocean or other bodies of' water. Usually its journey is not con
t.inuous, but it is temporarily built into river bars and Hood 
plaill.:l, where it forms alluv-tUJn. Alluvial deposits, glacial 
deposits (collect.ively known as drifl), and eolian deposits 
belong to t.he surficial class, and the residual layer is com
monly ineluded )vitlt them. The upper parts of these .deposits, 
,vhieh are occupied by the root.s of' plants, const.itute soils and 
subsoils, the soils being usually distiuguished by a considerable 
admixture of organic matter. 

Meta·morph£c J·oclcs.-In the course of time a.nd by various 
processes rocks may become greatly changed in composition 
and texture. If the new characteristics are more pronounced 
t.han the old the rocks are called metamorphic. In the process 
of metamorphism the chemical constituents of a rock may 
enter into ne,v combinations and certain substances may be lost 
or new ones added. A complete gradation from the primary 
to the metamorphic forll may exist within a single rock mass. 
SUr'h changes transform sandstone into quartzite and limestone 
into marble and modi(y other rocks in various ways. ~ 

From time to time during geologic ages rocks that have been 
deeply buried. and have been subject.ed to enormous pressure, 
to slow movement" and to igneous intrusion have been af'ter~ 

ward raised and later exposed byel'osiol). In such rocks the 
original structural featurcs may have been lost entirely and 
new ones substit.uted. A system of pamllel plancs along which 
the rock can be split most readily may have been deyeloped. 
This acquired quality gives rise to cleavage, and the cleavage 
planes may cross the original bedding planes at any angle. 
Hocks charact.erized by cleavage are called slates. Crystals of' 
.mica. or other minerHls lIlay have ,grown in a rock in parallel 
arrangement, causing lamination or foliation and producing 
what is known as schistosity. Hocks charaererized by schis
tosity are called schwls. 

As a rule, t.he older rocks are most altered and the younger 
are least altered, but to this rule Utere are many exceptions,. 
especially in regions of igIleous activity and complex structure. 

G.EOI .. OGlC FORMATIONS. 

For purposes of geologic mapping t.he rocks of all the kinds 
HbO\'e described arc divided into fm·ma(tons. A sedimentary 
formation contains between its upper and lower limits either 
rocks of uniform character or rocks more or less uniformly 
varied in character, as" for example, an alternation of shale and 
limestone. If' the passage from one kind of rocks to another 
is gradual it may be necessary to separate two contiguous for
mations by an arbitrary line, a.nd the distinction bet..,veen some 
such formations depends almost entirely on the fossils they 
contain. An igneous formHtion' contains one 01' more bodies 
of one kind of rock of similar occurrence or of like origin. A 
metamorphic formation may consist of one kind of rock or of 
seyeral kinds of' rock haying common characteristics or origin. 

'Vher:t it is dcsirable to recognize and lllap one or more 
specially developed I~rts -of a formation the parts are called 
members or by some other appropriate tel'm, such as lenlik. 



AGE OF THE FOHMA'L'IONS. 

Geologie time.-The larger divisions of geologic time are 
called pe6ods. Smaller diyisions fire called epochs, and still 
smaller ones fire called slages. The age of a rock is expressed 
by the name of the time' division in '",hich it. was formed. 

The sedimentary formations deposited dnring it geologic 
period are grouped together into a The principal 
divisions of a Rystem are called IJcrWs. aggregflte of for-
mations less than a series is C'a.lled a group. 

As sedimentary deposits necumulate successively the younger 
rest on the oldel', and t.heir relative ages may be determined by 
observing their positions. In many Tegions of intense disturh
ance, llO"Never, the beds have been overturned hy folding or 
their relations to adjacent beds have heen changed hy fhulting, 
so tlwt it may be difIicult t.o det.ermine their relative ages from 
their prer;ent posit.ions at thc surface. 

Many stratiiied roeks containfolSsil,~, the remains or imprints 
of plauts and animals which, at the time the strata were depos
ited, lived in bodies of water or were washed iuto them or 
were buried in surficial deposits ou the land. Huch rocks are 
said to be ·fossilif~rous. A study of these fosl:lils has shown 
tlwt the forJlls of life at eaell period of the earth's hist.ory ,vere 
to a great extellt different from the forms at other periods. 
Only the simpler kinds of marine plants and aniulflls lived 
when the oldest fossiliferous rocks were deposited. From tilHe 
to time more complex kinds developed, and as the simpler 
ones Ii ved on in nu)(hIied forms life became more varied. But 
during each period there lived forms ~hat did not exist in 
earlier times and have not existed sinee; these are chamctM'ist£c 
types, and they define the uge of any bed of rock in which 
they are found. Other types passed on from period to period 
and thus Ii" ked the systems t.ogether, forming a chain of life 
from the time of the oldest fosr;iliferous roeks to the present. 
If two sedimentary formations are geographically so far apart 
that it is impor;sible to determine their relative positions the 
characteristie fossils found in them may determine 'shich ,vas 
deposited first. Fossils an' also of value in determining the 
age of formations ill the regiolls of intense disturhance men
tioned above. The fossils found in the st.rata of diflerent areas, 
provinces, and continents a.fford the most effective lllel-JUS of 
eornbining 10eHl histories into a general earth history. 

It is in many places difficult 01' impossible to dctcrmine the 
age of an igneous formatioll, hut the relative age of such a 
fo'nnat.ion can in geneml be ascl!rtuined by .observing whether 
an assocint(:'d se(limentary fOl'lllation of known age is eut by the 
igneous llH1Si:3 or lies upon it. Himilarly, the time at \vhich 
metamorphie rocks weJ'e formed from thu original masses may 
be shown by their l'elation!:! to adjacent formations of known 
age; hut the age recorded Oil the map is that of the -original 
masses awl not tlwt of their metnmorphism. 

Symbols, colors, and pat!crn,'!.-Each formation is shown on 
the lllap by a distinctive combination of color and pattern and 
is labeled by a special Jetter symbol. 

Patterns composed of parallel ''ilraight lines are used to 
represent sediHlPTltal'Y formatioJli:3 depol:!ite(l in the sea, in lakes, 
or in other bodiee of standing wah~l'. l'aitel'lls of dots and 
circles represent alluvial, glHcial, and eolian formations. Pat
terns of triangles and rhombs arc used for igneous formations. 
Metalllorphie rocks of unknmvn origin are represented by 
shOd dashes irregularly placed j if the rock is schist the dashes 
may be arranged in \vavy lim's parallel to the structure pbuel:l. 
Suitable combination patterns arc used for metamorphic forma
tions that are known to be of sedimentary or of igneous origin. 
The patterns of each class are printed in various colors. The 
colors in which the patterns of puml1el lines arc printed indi
cate age, a particular color being assigned to each system. 

Each symbol consist.s of two or more letters. The symbol 
for a formation whof:le uge is known includes the syst.em sym
bol, which is a capital lettm' 01' monogram j the symbols for 
other formations are eomposed of slllallletters. 

The names of the geologic tilllc divisions, arranged in order 
from youngest to oldest, and the eolor and symbol assigued to 
each system are given in the subjollled table. 

Geologic time dicriNirJ'/18 and syrniwls and colors assigned to the l'ocksystems, 

DEVF:LOl':'lENT AND HIGKIFlOANCI'~ OF SURFACE .FOIGIS. 

Hills, valleYJ:l, and all other snrfiwe forms have been pro
duced by geologic processes. Most valleys are the result of 
erosion by the streams that flow t.hrough t.hem (see fig. 1), 
and the alluvial plHim; that honler muny streams were built 
up by the streams; 'waves cut sea difls, and waves and ('urrents 
build up sand spits and hani. Hnrfhce forms thus eOBstitute 
part of' the record of' the history of t.lle earth. 

Some forms are inseparably eonneeted with deposition. The 
hooked spit shown in iigure"1 is an illustration. To this class 
'belong beaches, alluvial plains, lava streams, drullliins (smooth 

oval hills composed of till), and moraines (ridges of drift made 
at t.he edges of glaciers). Other forms are produced by erosion. 
The sea cliff is fin illusrration; it may be carved from any rock. 
To this dass belong abandoned river ('hannelr;, glacial furrows, 
and peneplairis. In the making of a stream terrace an alluv'h-ll 
plain is built and afterward partly eroded away. The shaping 
of a plain along a. shore is usually a double process, hills being 
worB away (degtaded) and va.lleys filled up ((Jggmded). 

All p~Hts of the laud sur:bce are subject to the action of air, 
,Yater, and ice, which slowly wears t.hem down, producing mate
rial that is carrie,d by streams towarct the sea. As this wearing 
down depends on the flow of water t.o the sea it can HOt be 
carried bBlow sea level, which is therefore ealled the base-Ict'cl 
of erosion. Lakes or large rivers may determine base-levels 
for eertain regIons. A large tract that is long undisturbed hy 
uplift or subsidence is worn down nearly to base-level, and the 
fairly even suriiLCe thus produced is called If the 
tract is afterward uplifted it becomes a 
close relation to base-level. 

THEl Gl!~oJ,()(nU MAl'S AND SHEETS IX 'I'HE FOLIO. 

Areal-gcology map. - The map showing the surface areas 
occupied by die se'veml formations is called an a1'eal-\"ol,oq1/ 
map. On the margin is an explanation, which is the to 
the map. To asC'ertain the meaning of any coloI' or pattern 
and its letter symbol the reader should look for that color, 
pattern, and symbol in the explanation, where he will find 
the naDIC and desl'ription of the formation. If he desires to 
find any particular formation he should examine the explana
tion and find its name, color, and pattern and then trace out 
the areas on the map conesponding in color and pattern. 
The explanation shows also parts of the geologic history. The 
namcs of formations are arranged in columnar form, grouped 
primarily according to origin-sedimentary, igneous, and crys
talline ot -Unknown origin-and those within each group are 
placed in the oruer of age, the youngest at the top. 

Economic-geology map.-The lIIap representing the distribu
tion of w3eful mineral\; and rocks and showing their relations 
to the topogrnphie features Ilnd to the geologic f'ol'l11ations is 
termed tIw econorn-ic-geology rnap. Most of the formations 
indicated on the areal-geology map are shown on the economic
geology map by patterns in fainter eoiors, but the ureas of 
produet.ive formations are emphasized by strong' colol's. A 
mine symhol shows the loeat.ion of each mine or quany and 
is accornpnnied by the nllme of thc principal mineral produet 
mined or (luarried. Tf there are import.ant mining indust.ries 
or artesian bw,lins in t.he area the folio includes speeiul maps 

these addit.ional eeonomic features. 
Siruciar,·secl,:ou .~heet.-The reln.tions of different heds to 

one another IlIay he seen in cliffs, canyons, shafts, a~d otJler 
nat.ural and artifieial cuttings. Any cutting that exhihits these 
relations is ealle(l a section, and the sallie term is applied to a 
diagram representing the rellltiolll:l. The nrrangelllf'nt of the 
beds or mflsse8 of rock in the earth is callen slrueture, and a 
section showing this arrangement is called a structU1'e sedion. 

The geologict is IIOt limited, however, to natural and arti
ficial cuttings fbI' his information concerning the earth's struc
ture. Knowing the manner of formation of rocks, after tracing 
out the relations of the beds on the surfhC'e he can infer their 
relative pORitions beneath the surfaC'e and ean draw sections 
representing the probable struet.ure to a. C'onsiderable depth. 
Such a section is illustrated in figure 2. 

FIGUUE 2.-Sketch ~howing a vcrtiea] serf-ion below the surface at the front 
and a view beyond. 

The figure represents a landscape that is cut off sharply in 
the foreground on a vertical plane, so as to show the under
ground relations of the rocks. The kinds of rock are indicated 

S.m<i"tone alld con· 
glomel' .. te 

Shalysalldstone 

FIG-URE B.-Symuols Il~eu ill sections to represent diITtlrent kinds of rock. 

by appropriate patterns of lines, dots, Hlld dHshes. These pat
terns ltdlllit of much variat.ion, but tlJose shown in figure 3 are 
used to represent the commoner kinds of rock. 

The plat.eau shown at tllc left of figure 2 prf'sents toward 
tJw lower land an escarpment, 01' front, made up of sandstone, 
which fOl'lln:l the difl~" mHl Rhall', which forms th(:' slopes. The 
hroad belt of 10wt.'1' land is traversed by seyeral ridges, which, 
as showtJ in t.he section, correcpollli to the Oltlcrops of a folded 
bed of sandstone that ris(:s to the surface. The npturned 

of' thi'l bed form tJIC ridges, awl the intermediate valleys 
the outcrops of limestone and caleareolls shale. 

'Vhere the edges of the bed\; R ppear at the surface their 
thiekne~s ean be meal'lUrecl and the angles at which they dip 
below the surii.we can he ohsened, Hnd by JIleatls of these 
observations their positions underground are inferred. The 
direction of the intersection of tbe surface of' a dipping bed 
'with a horizontal plane is called its slrilce. The inclination of 
the bed to the horizontal phme, measured at right angles to 
the strike, is called its dip. 

In many regions the beds are bent into troughs and arches, 
such us are seen in 2. Thc flrcllCs are ealled anticlines 
and tbe t.roughs As the materials that formed the 
sandstone, shale, and limestolle were deposited beneath the sea 
in nearly flat layers t.he faet that the beds are no\v bent and 
folded sbows that forces ha ye from time io time caused the 
earth's crust t.o wrinkle along certain zones. In places the 
beds are broken across and the part.s haye' slipped past each 
other. Such breaks are t.ermed faults. Two kinds of faults 
arc shown in figure 4. 

. 
IPIGURE 4,-IU(~:ll Sl:ct.jolls of broken and bent st.rata, showing (a) normal 

fa.ult~ and (b) a tlwllgt 01' reverse fault, 

At the right of figure 2 t.he section shows schists that are 
truversed by igneous rocks. The schists :Ire much contorted, 
and tllC form or arrangeI.nellt of their masses underground ean 
not be iuferl'ed. Benee that part of' the sedion sbo\'vs only 
what is probable, not. what is known by observation. 

Thf~ section also shows three sets of formations, distinguished 
by their undergTound relations. The uppermost set, seen at 
tlw left, is made up' of beds of saudstone alld shale, ,yhich lie 
in It hOl'iwutJll position. These beds were laid dOWll under 
water bnt are HOW high aLo\'e the seH, forming a plateau, and 
Lbeir ehange of altitude shows that this part of' the earth's 
slil'HlCe has been uplifted, The heds of this l:iet Hre con
formable-that is, they arc parallel and ehow no break in 
sedilllentntion. 

The next lowel' set of formations ('ollsists of beds U13t are 
folded into fl.rches and t.roughs. The beds were once contin
uous, but t.he crests of the arches have been removed by erosion. 
Tht'se beds, like those of the upper set, are conformable. 

The horizontal-beds of the plateau rest upon the upturned, 
eroded edges of the beds of the middle set, as ShOW11 at the left 
of the section. The beds of' the upper set are evidently 
younger than those of the middle set, whieh must have been 
folded alld eroded between the time of tbeir deposition and 
that of the of the upper beds. T1Je upper beds are 

to the middle bed~, and t.he surface of contad 
is an unconjonnity. 

The l(mest set of formations consists of erystullille Rchisi:s 
and igneous rocks. At. Home perio(l of their Itistory the sehists 
were folded or pEcated by pressure and intruded by llJa.sses of 
molten rock. The overlying beJs of the middle set have not 
been traversed by t.hese int.rusive rocks nor have they been 
affect.ed by the pressure of the intrusion. It is eyiderit. that 
eonsiderahle time elapsed between the formation of the schists 
and the beginning of t.he deposition of the beds of the middle 
set, alld during this time the schists were metamorphosed, 
disturbed by the intrusion of igneous masses, and deeply 
eroded. The contaet between the middle and lowest selli is 
another unconformity; it marks it period of el'08ion between 
two periods of depor;itiol1. 

The seetioll and landscape in figure 2 arc ideal, but they 
illustrate aetual relations. The sections on the stl'ucture
section sheet are relatrd to the maps ill much the same way' 
that the r;ectioll in the figure is related to the landscape. The 
profile of' the surfllce in each structure seetioll corresponds to 
the aetual slopes of tile ground along thc section line, and 
the depth to any lIlineral-pl"udl1eing or water-bearing bed 
ehowu lllUY be mE'llsured by u~iug the seale given on the map. 

ColumnaT sect-ion.-Muny folios inelude a colwlJ([w,}" section, 
which contains brief deseriptions of tItr sedimentary formations 
in the quadrangle. It ,,,hows the eharader of the rocks as well 
as the thickness of the fOJ'mations awl tile onler of their uccu
mulatioll, the oldest at the bot.tom, the youngest at. the top. It 
also indicates intervals of tillle that COJ'l"copond to rvents of uplift 
and degradation and coustitute int.errupt.ions of deposition. 

'I'll!!] TEXT OF 'l'HEl FOLIO. 

The text of the folio stat.es briefly the relation of the area 
llIaplwd to the general region ill whidl it is situHted; points 
out the sa.lieut natut'<ll features of the geography of the area 
and indicntes their and t.heir history; eonsiders 
the cities, towns, ra.ilroads, and other human featuresj 
deseribes the geology and the geologie Jlistory j and shows the 
C'liaracter ami thc I.ocllt.ion of the vallLable mineral deposits. 

GW)l-W E OTIS S;>.UTlI, 

January, 1£122. Director. 
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DESCRIPTION OF THE HOT SPRINGS DISTRICT. 

INTRODUCTION. 

LOCATION AND GENERAL RELATIONS OF THE 
DISTRICT. 

The area shown on the maps in this folio, which includes 
Hot Springs and vicinity, in Arkansas, extends from latitude 
34° 22' 57" to 34° 37' 57" 1', and from longitude 92° /5<"), 47" 
to 9:-3° 10' 47" W. and includes one-sixteenth of a "square 
degree" of the earth's 8urfilCe, which in that latitude amounts 
to 245.83 square miles. It is a Httle south west of the center 
of Arkansas, and most of' it is in Garland County, but a narrow 
strip along its southern side is in Hot Spring County. (See 
fig. 1.) The city of Hot Springs is in the center of this area, 
which in this folio is called the Hot Springs district. 

F1QURE i.-Index lllap of northwestern Arkansas and portions of adjacent 
States. 

The Hot Springs district lies in the eastern part of the 
Ouachita (prononnced ·washti-taw) Monntain region, which 
extends from Little Rock, Ark., westward to Atoka, Okla., a. 
distance of 200 miles, and which throughout the greater part 
of its extent is between 50 and 60 miles wide. The Ouachita 
Mountain region is adjoined on the north by a. less mountainous 
region, most of it a wide, rather Imv valley which lies between 
the Boston Mountains of the Ozark Plateaus on the north and 
the Ouachita Mountains on the south. As a large part of 
this valley is drained by Arkansas River it is here called t.he 
Arkansas Valley. On the south and east the Ouachita Moun
tain re~rion is adjoined by a comparatively low, gently rolling 
plain, which extends southwa.rd to the Gulf of Mexico and is 
called the West GulfODagtal Plain. (See fig. 2.) 
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FIGURE 2.-0utune map showing the relations of the Ouachita n!ountain 

region to surrounding physiographic divisions. 

The geologic and physiographic history of the Ozark 
Plateaus and the vVest Gulf Coastal Plain differs markedly 
from that of the Ouachita Mountain region, but that of the 
Arkansas Valley is much the same as that of this region. The 
boundaries of these regions are shown in figure 2, and the age 
of the rocks that outcrop in them is shown in figure 3. 

By A. H. Purdue and H. D. l\llser. 

GENERAL GEOGRAPHY AND GEOLOGY OF THE 
OUACHITA MOUNTAIN REGION. 

SU1facefeatures.-The Ouachita Mountain region consists of 
a mountainous area known as the Ouachita Mountains and of 
the Athens Plateau, which lie~ along the southern border of the 
mOllntains, most of it in Arkansas. A part of the east end of the 
Ouachita Mountains is embraced in the Hot Springs district. 

TERT1ARV~~ 
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FrGURK S.-Geologic map of parts of Arkansas, Oklahoma, and adjoiuing 
States. 

The Ouachita Mountains are composed of many ridges, 
which trend in general nearly east, and several intermontane 
basins. The ridges are narrow and have steep slopes and 
sharp, straight, even crests. Just west of Little Rock and east 
of Atoka they are low, at few points standing more than 750 
feet above sea level or more than 250 feet above the valleys, 
but they gradually increase in height westward from Lit'tIe 
Rock and eastward from Atoka to their culminating point at 
the west end of Rich Mountain in eastern Oklahoma, near the 
Arkansas-Oklahoma line, which is between 2,850 and 2,900 
feet above sea level. The ridges in this part of Oklahoma and 
the adjoining part of Arkansas stand about 1,750 feet above 
the valleys. Many of the ridges are so grouped as to form 
small ranges, some of which stand in part within the Hot 
Springs district. (See fig. 4.) 

Most of the intermontane basins are in Arkansas and in 
southern Oklahoma, near the eastern bOl'der of that State. 
They are wide areas, whose upland surfaces, which are lowest 
at the east end of the Ouachita region, range from about 500 
to 1,200 feet above sea. level, and they are channeled by many 
narrow valleys, most of which are less than 250 feet below the 
general level of the upland surface. The southern part of the 
city of Hot Spring.'! is built in a basin that includes a large 
area in the south-central part of the Hot Springs district. 
Another basin is in part embraced in the northeast corner of 
the district. (See fig. 4.) 

The Athens Plateau is a dissected piedmont plateau about 
15 miles wide, which lies between the Ouachita Mountains on 
the' north and the 'Vest Gulf Coastal Plain on the south. 
Most of it is in Arkansas, and its northern edge lies 2 or 3 
miles south of the Hot Springs district. It is greatly dissected 
by the narrow, crooked valleys of southward-flowing trunk 
streams and by Iuany valleys of small tributary streams, which 
flow at right angles to the trunk streams at levels 350 feet or less 
below the upland surface. The upland surface of this plateau, 
which is marked by the crests of low eastward-trending ridges, 
ranges in height from 400 to 1,100 feet above sea leveL It is 
lowest at the east end and on the south side and highest on the 
north side, in Pike, Howard, and Polk counties, Ark. 

DTa£nage.-The northern part of the Ouachita Mountains is 
drained by Arkansas River and its tributaries and the 13outh
ern part by ned River and its tributaries. The waters of both 
these streams reach the Gulf by way of the ~fississippi. 

Ouachita River, a tributary of Red River, runs southeastward 
across the Hot Springs district. 

The position of many streams in the Ouachita l\fountain13 is 
determined by the geologic structure. Most of the streams 
flow for considerable distances along the valleys between the 

ridges, but other streams in all parts of the province have cut 
their courses transverse to the ridges and thus run through 
narrow, picturesque water gaps. 

Climate and vegetation.-The climate of the region on the 
whole is mild. The cold in winter is not extreme, but the 
heat in summer is at times intense. The rainfall, which· is 
abundant, commonly reaches a maximum in the late spring 
and early summer and decreases to a minim'.um late in the 
summer and early in the fall, when in some years there are 
droughts. In spite of the rather poor soil the precipitation 
has produced a heavy forest covel' over, the entire region. 
The white oak and a yellow or short-leaf pine are the most 
abundant trees, and the pine predominates, especially on the 
southern slopes. Trees of these two kinds and of many others 
grow on the ridges a13 well as on the lower areas. Large areas 
of the forest are virgin, and extensive tracts are included in 
the Arkansas National Forest. 

Only a small part of the region has been cleared ,and put 
under cultivation, and most of the remainder is unfit for 
agriculture. The cultivated land is on the upland, where the 
soil is usually poor, and along some of the main streams, where 
as a rule it is deep and good. Next to lumbering the chief 
industry of the region is agriculture, including general fann
ing, stock raising, -and fruit growing. 

Strat~qraphy.-The ro"ks of the Ouachita Mountains are 
nearly all of sedimentary origin, but igneous rocks occupy two '\, 
small areas in their eastern part. One of these areas is at 
Potash Sulphur Springs, in the Hot Springs district, and the 
other is several miles farther east at Magnet Cove. 

The sedimentary rocks consist of shale, sandstone, chert, 
novaculite, tuff, limestone, and conglomerate, named in order 
of deereasing abundance. Except for induration to hard rocks 
they have been only slightly affected by metamorphism, which, 
however, has changed some of the shale to slate and certain 
beds of sandstone to quartzite. The total thickness of the beds 
exposed in this province and in the adjoining Arkansas Val~ 
ley, according to present knowledge of the area, amounts to a 
maximum of 37,000 feet or to a minimum of 23,000 feet. The 
beds range in age from Cambrian to Carboniferous. Their 
distribution if'. shown in a general way in figure 3. 

The igneous rocks consist of intrusive masses of nephelite 
syenite and related types, which were injected upward into the 
sedimentary strata late in Lower Crfltaceous time or early in 
Upper Cretaceous time. 

Structure.-The sedimentary beds in the Ouachita Mountain 
region have been subjected to intense lateral compression, which, 
besid€'s lifting the area above the sea, has produced east-·west folds 
in the beds, whose eroded edges now appear at the surface. 

Among the many structural features in the region is a pro
nounced anticline whose axis extends west by south from a 
point a few miles southwest of Little Rock, Ark., to the vicin
ity of Glover, Okla. Its east and west ends are conGealed by 
overlapping coastal-plain deposits, the east end by rocks of 
Tertiary and Quaternary age and the west end by rocks 
of Cretaceous and Quaternary age. The crest of this anticline 
is much lower near the Arkansas-Oklahoma line. than it is 
either to the east or west, and it is in this way divided into 
t\'{o parts. Each of these parts is composed of numerous 
minor folds and is really an anticlinorium, aud the major 
structural feature of the entire Ouachita region, in which they 
are included, is also a large but compound anticlinorium. 

The snmller folds are only a few miles long and overlap one 
another lengthwise. Besides being closely compressed, they 
are in many places overturned, so that the beds on both sides 
of the structural axis dip in the same direction. Some folds 
are overturned toward the north; others are overturned tow~rd 
the south. To the north, however, toward the Arkansas Val
ley, the folds become more open, overturning ceases, and the 
beds dip in both directions. At many places adjacent folds 
are nearly equal in height, and the same bedEL appear at the 
surface in each fold. Iil much of the Ouachita region most of 
the beds dip at angles of 400 or more. 

Faults are common, though they are not so common as 
might be expected in beds that have been so closely com
pressed, because the great thicknesses of shale distributed 
throughout the folded beds permitted them to adjust themselves 
to the crustal shortening by shearing and crumpling instead of 
by great thrust. faulting. Practically all the faults are parallel 
with the folds and are thrust faults. Most of them were pro
duced by the breaking of the beds in closely compressed anti~ 
clines. The great Choeta IV fault of southeastern Oklahoma, 
the largest in this region, is at least 120 miles long. . 



TOPOGRAPHY. 

SURFACE FEATURES. 

The surface of the Hot Springs district, which is in the east
cent'ral part of the Ouachita Mouritains, is at most places 
rough. About half the area consists of mountains and the 
other half of intermontane basins. The mountains are groups 
of high, narrow ridges, which in any particular group are 
parallel or nearly so and which are separated by narrow 
valleys. At most places these valleys are parallel to the 
ridges, but at others they cut through them in gorges called 
water gaps. The ridges and most of the valleys, both large 
and small, are closely related to the structure and hardness of' 
the rocks. The valleys that are parallel to the ridges were 
eroded in the softer rocks, and the hard rocks were left stand
ing abovp the general level in the form of ridges or mountains. 

The slopes of the ridges are steep and rugged and are scored 
by deep ravines, and the line of their crests, though it appears 
from a distance to be sharp and fairly even, is in reality 
broken in many places by saddles, low peaks, and the water 
gaps just mentioned. In the northwest half of the district the 
ridges range in general height from 1,100 to 1,300 feet above 
!ilea level, or from 500 to 700 feet above the basins, but in the 
southeast half they gradually become lower toward the south
east, until in the corner of the district they stand only about 
700 feet above sea level, or from 200 to 300 feet above the 
general surface of the adjoining basins. Several low peaks on 
the crests of the ridges rise to elevations that range from 1,300 
to 1,400 feet above sea level. 

The intermontane basins lie mainly between 500 and 700 
feet above sea leyel, and the narrow valleys that trench them 
reach depths of 200 to 250 feet. 

Although the surface features of the district have certain 
general characteristics, some of which have just been noted, the 
district may be divided into five more or less distinct topo
graphic divisions-three mountain groups and two basins, 
whose location is sllOwn in figure 4. Of these the Zigzag 
Mountains and the Mazarn BAsin comprise much the larger 
part of the district. 

The Zigzag Mountains occupy a belt 6 to 8 miles wide, 
extending from the vicinity of Hawes post office, 6 miles north
west of Hot Bprings, southeastward beyond the district to the 
western edge of the Gulf Coastal Plain, a distance of 25 miles. 
Their name, which was first applied to them by Branner, is 
clearly snggested by the peculiar zigzag course of the ridges, 
which have a northeashvard trend, almost at right angles to 
that of the group. Mountains of this peculiar type have been 
formed by the truncation of parallel plunging anticlines and 
synclines. The intervening valleys, like the ridges, are n~rro, ... 

• and rough and contain very little level land. The ridges, 
which are rather short, terminate abruptly to the southwest 
in the Mazam Basin and to the northeast in the Saline Basin 
and have been cut at a number of places by streams. Note
worthy among the water gaps through which streams flow 
is the one between 'Vest and Korth mountains, which is 
traversed by Central A venue, the principal thoroughfare of 
Hot Springs. The highest point on the ridges and also the 
highest point in the district is a peak neal' the west end of 
West Mountain, which stands a little more than 1,400 feet 
above sea level, or 900 feet aboye the level-crested hills in the 
Mazarn Basin. (See PI. 1.) 

A small part of the east end of the Crystal Mountains, 
including Blakely, Cedar, and a few adjacent ridges, occupies 
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the northwest corner of the district. The Crystal Mountains 
were so named from the abundance of quartz crystals in the 
hard sandstones that form their ridges. The ridges in this 
district are sharp, rugged, and narrow, trend northeastward, 
a~d have been cut through at several places by streams. 

The Trap Mountains are represented in the Hot Springs 
district by a belt of high country, 2 to 3 miles wide, along its 
southern border, but most of the group of ridg-es to which this 
name is applied lies outside the district. The ridges have an 
eastward trend. They are separated by deep, narrow valleys, 
and have been cut through at many places by streams. 
Several of the ridges terminate with steep ends in the l\.Ja,zarn 
Basin. A rather conspicuous feature of the group is the union 
here and there of two or more ridges, which produces zigzag 
ranges like those of the Zigzag Mountains but smaller. The 
most striking example of this type is Trap Mountain and its 
adjacent ridges, which, unite within the quadrangle in the form 
of the letter M with its base to the west. 

The Mazarn Basin, the east end of which is included in the 
Hot Springs district, is bounded on the north by the Zigzag 
Mountains, which project irregularly into it, and on the south 
by the more even edge of the Trap Mountains. It has been 
so greatly dissected by erosion that it contains little compar
atively level upland. Its surface is undulating and consists of 
narrow parallel valleys and low ridges and hills that trend 
east by north. The ridges have been cut transversely by many 
small streams. The crests of' the ridges and hills are fairly 
eveu, and most of them are between 500 and 600 feet above sea 
level. The highest are in the southwest corner of the district. 
The largest streams have cut their valleys 200 to 250 feet 
below this upland surface. The lowest point in this basin and 
in the district is at the place where Ouachita River leaves the 
district, where the surface stands a little less than 260 feet 
above sea level. 

A small part of the Saline Basin, which extends eastward to 
the Gulf Coastal Plain, is included in the northeast corner of 
the district. This part of the Saline Basin is bounded on the 
south by the Zigzag Mountains, many ridges of which project 
into it. About the bases of these ridges, as well as farther to 
the northeast in the part of the basin that is included in the 
district, there are low, irregular foothills that rise 860 feet 
above sea level or 200 feet above the large streams, but a short 
ridge 3 miles southeast of Mountain Valley rises more than 
1,080 feet above sea level. Away from these foothills the 
character of the surface of the Saline Basin differs greatly in 
different places. In the valley areas the surface is neady 
everywhere gently rolling, though there are many steep hill 
slopes and a few low cliffs near the streams. 

In the basin areas the few level tracts and the more gentle 
slopes are thinly mantled with stony residual soil or with wash 
from the higher ground. Rock ledges are common, especially 
on the steeper slopes, in road cuts, and in stream beds. In the 
mountainous areas the surface is very rough, the slopes are 
steep, and rock outcrops are numerous. There are, however, 
no large surfaces of bare rock except on the crests of some 
of the higher ridges and in the gaps, and there are few 
cliffs. Some of the slopes are bare ledges; others are cov
ered with talus, which consists chiefly of boulders and small 
fragments of rock. Such material collects in large quan
tities at many places, especially near the heads of steep-sided 
ravines, where it forms barren talus slopes. A slope of this 
kind on Indian Mountain, east of' Hot Springs, is known as 
Hell's Half Acre. 

DRAINAGE. 

The district is drained through two principal basins, which 
are separated by a crooked divide in the northeastern part of 
the Zigzag Mounta.ins. These two basins coineid(' roughly 
wi.th the Mazarn and Saline intermontane basins, just 
described. The principal stream of the Mazarn Basin is 
Ouachita River, which enters the district from the west and 
lea yes it on the east. The Saline Basin is drained by South 
Fork of Saline River and other small streams which flow to 
the northeast and join Saline River after they leave the 
district. 

Most of'the streams are parallel with those of the near-by 
ridges, and the drainage basins that contain the larger streams 
coincide with the intermontane hasins. Many of the streams, 
however, fl01v through the ridges, forming water gaps. In the 
Mazam Basin Ouachita River and its larger tributaries have 
in many places cut their valleys transverse to the trend of the 
low ridges. 

This arrangement of the streams, in which lUany are parallel 
with the ridges and many are transverse to them and which 
forms what is commonly known as the I' trellis " system of 
drainage, is fairly ,veIl developed in parts of the Trap and 
Zigzag mountains and in the Mazarn Basin. (8ee fig. 5.) 
Drainage of this type is largely the result of the partial adjust
ment of an ancient system of drainage to the geologic structure, 
some of the streams having entrenched their courses across the 
strike of' the beds of rock and many of them having cut their 
valleys wholly or partly in the more easily eroded strata. The 

cause of the development of this system of drainage is more 
fully stated under the heading "Geologic history" (p. 10). 

Most of' the streams are perennial and are supplied by clear 
water from numerous cold springs, nearly all of them in the 
mountains. Hot Springs Creek, however, is fed mainly by the 
waters from the famous hot springs at Hot Springs" whose 
daily flow aggregates a little more than 800,000 gallons. All 

FIGURE 5.-Map showiDg the draiDageof the south half of the Hot Springs 
district, which illustrates in places a trellis system. 

the streams, including Ouachita RiYer, can nearly always be 
easily forded, but after heavy rains th~y become dangerous 
muddy torrents, which subside within a few hoUl's after the 
rain ceases. The streams form numerous riffles separated by 
quiet reaches, and they flow in deep, narrow vaneys. The few 
flood plains are narrow and short. 

CULTURE. 

The district is not densely populated, though all parts of it 
except the mountainous areas are inhabited. The rural popu
lation, most of which is engaged in agriculture, is spflrse, 
because much of the area is unfit for cultivation. Hot Springs, 
whose population in 1920 was 11,696, is the only city in the 
district. It bas been built around the famous hot springs that 
issue from the southwest base of Hot Springs Mountain and 
has become a noted health and pleasure resort. In fact, the 
growth of the city has been due almost wholly to the utiliza
tion of the hot waters for bathing and for medicinal use. The 
thousands of visitors who annually patronize the springs find 
accommodation at numerous boarding houses and hotels, the 
largest of which have a capacity of a thousand guests. The 
mountains adjacent to the springs are permanently reserved as 
a national park, which, together with the springs, is under the 
control of the National Park Service. 

Hot Springs is the terminus of three railroads - the 
Memphis, Dallas & Gulf Railroad, which enters the district 
from the west, a branch of the Missouri Pacific Railroad, and 
a branch of the Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific Railway, 
which enter it from the east. All parts of the district are 
reached by public roads, but as the soil is stony, the grades steep, 
and the rainfall heavy, nearly all the roads are poor. The 
travel is generally so light that little attention is paid to most 
of the roads, but a few of the main roads are maintained in 
good condition. 

Most of the rural inhabitants are engaged in agriculture, but 
some of them are employed in lumbering. The operation of 
bathing establishments in Hot Springs and the sale of water 
from several cold springs in differen t parts of the area are 
important industries. The quarrying of novaculite for oilstones 
is the only miuing done in the area, though some of the clays 
and shales have been mined from time to time for making 
brick and pottery, and a small amount of building stone is 
quarried here and there for local use. 

GENERAL GEOLOGY. 

SEDIMENTARY ROCKS. 

STRATIGRAPHY. 

The rocks exposed in the Hot Springs district are all of 
sedimentary origin except those in two small areas composed 
of igneous rocks and numerous as'sociated dikes and sills that 
were intruded into the sedimentary series late in Lower Cre
taceous or early in Upper Cr~taceous time. The sedimentary 
rocks consist of shale, slate, chert, limestone, sandstone, 
nomculite, and conglomerate and have an estimated maximum 
thickness of about 8,500 feet. They are grouped into ten for
mations composed of beds whose sequence, thickness, character, 
and diversity are shown in the columnar-section sheet. The 
fossils, lithologic character, and stratigraphic position of these 
formations show that they belong to the Ordovician, Silurian, 
Devonian, and Carboniferous systems. At a few places these 
older formations are overlain by beds of gravel of Tertiary or 
Quaternary age. The a£;es and names assigned to these for
mations from time to time as further knowledge of' the Ouachita 
region has been gained are sho'wn in the correlation table on 
page 12. 



ORDOVICIAN SYSTEM. 

Oharactel' and distribution.-The Mazarn shale is so named 
from Mazarn Creek, at the headwaters of which, in the north
east corner of the Caddo Gap quadrangle, it is conspicuously 
exposed. 

In the Hot Springs district the Mazarn shale is exposed in 
narrow northeastward-trending rough valleys in the vicinity of 
Blakely and Cedar mountains. The formation consists pre
dominantly of shale, although in places it includes some chert, 
limestone, and sandstone. Not all of it is exposed in the dis
trict, but about 1,000 feet of it is exposed in the valley north 
of Cedar Mountain, where the outcrop is widest, though the 
beds are so intricately folded that an accurate determination of 
the thickness is impossible. Much of the shale is black, 
clayey, and fissile, but some of it consists of green layers about 
an inch thick and alternating darker layers. Slaty cleavage at 
an angle to the bedding has been developed in the beds at 
many places, where the differently colored layers produce rib
boned shale. (See PI. IV.) Most beds of the shale weather to 
a red plastic clay, but some form a light-colored clay. J\"'umer
ous thin yeins of white quartz cut the shale in all directions, 
and in the more level areas where this formation is the surface 
rock much residual quartz derived from the veins is scattered 
over the surface. 

The limestone, which appears to be near the middle of the 
Mazarn formation, is se\'eral feet thick, is hard, blue, fine 
grained, and thin bedded, and is also intersected by numerous 
veins of white quartz. 

The sandstone of the formation, though small in amount, is 
found at many places. It is gray, laminated, fine grained, and 
quartzitic, and it occurs in layers that in SOUle places reach a 
thickness of a foot or more. Flint in thin beds was observed 
neal' the top of the formation at a few places. It is dense, is 
gray to black, and breaks with a perfect conchoidal fracture. 

Age and strat£gmphio relations.-The .Mazarn shale contains 
few fossils. Those that have been found in it and in youI).ger 
Ordovician formations in this region consist chiefly of grapto
lites, which may generally be looked for only in black shale 
that splits into slabs that have smooth surfaces parallel to the 
bedding planes. On such surfaces the gmptolites appear as 
white or black delicate pencil-like markings, which are usually 
toothed like a saw on one or both sides. ~o graptolites have 
been obtained from the Mazarn shale in the area here described, 
but two collections have been made from it near 'Vomble, 
Montgomery County, Hnd another at a lorality 12 miles west 
of Little Rock. According to Ulrich the graptolites in these 
two collections indicate that the Mazarn shale is of the same 
age as the lower part of the Beekmantown (Lower Ordovician) 
limestone of the Appalachian region. 

The base of the l\1azfl,rn shale is not exposed in the area here 
described, but it is exposed in the Caddo Gap quadrangle, 
where the Mazal'll is underlain, conformably, it seems, by the 
Crystal Mountain sandstone, probably of Ordovician age. 

An unconformity at the top of the Mazarn is suggested by 
the local occurrence of a conglomerate at the base of the 
overlying I~lakely sandstone, but the unconformity is not 
established. 

Ohm'Geter and d1:Strioution.-The Blakely sandstone is so 
named from Blakely Mountain, in the northwest corner of 
the Hot Springs district, ·where it is typically deyeloped. 

The Blakely sandstone is exposed in the Hot Springs dis
trict in narrow northeastward-trending belts, which are all in 
the vicinity of Blakely and Cedar mountains, though there is a 
small exposure on a ridge about 3 miles southeast of Moun
tain Valley. The narrowness of these belts is due to the high 
inclination of the strata. The formation consists of about 500 
feet of interbed,ded shale and sandstone, of ,yhich the shale 
forms probflbly 75 per cent. Though the shale thus prepon
derates, the sandstone is resistant enough to form sharp, rugged 
ridges that in places attain an elevation of 600 feet above the 
valleys and that form some of the roughest topography in the 
district. The shale is black and argillareous and much of it is 
ribboned, and it is therefore not unlike the l\IaZ3l'll and 
vVomble shales. (See PI. IY.) The sandstone occurs in beds 
that are at, most places only a few feet thick but at others 
measure as much as 40 feeti and one bed on Little Glazypeau 
Creek is 80 feet thick. It is made up of medium·sized quartz 
grains firmly cemented together, in mosi beds by silica but 
in others by cflIcinm carbonate. Thus there are two kinds 
of sandstone, one Cjuartzitic and the other calcareous. The 
quarbdtic sandstone is light gray to bluish gray, laminated, 
extremely hard, and much jointed, and it disintegrates slowly 
on weathering. As It result of its resistance to wen:thering the 
crests of the ridges are generally covered with large quantities 
of angular boulders, which are piled up in great heaps, suggest
ing numerous ml1ssi ve beds, though in fact most of the peds 
are thin and are separated by thick beds of shale. The calcar
eous sandstone is bluish black, and its limy material dissolves 
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out on weathering, leaving a friable stone that ranges in color 
from g'ray to brown. 

The sandstone is intersected by numerous veins of quartz, 
most of them less than half an inch thick, which are so abun
dant that they are found in most of the larger fragments. 
Magnificent quartz crystals, many of them clear and as much 
as 5 inches long, are found here and there in the thicker beds, 
where they form combs that line fissures along joints and bed
ding planes. Small quantities of these crystals are mined and 
are sold in Hot Springs as cabinet specimens or souvenirs. 
~lost of the beautiful quartz crystals found in Arkansas, how
eyer, are obtained from the Crystal .JIountain sandstone, which 
is exposed farther west in the State. 

A conglomerate that is only a few inches thick and that con
sists of small rounded pebbles of black chert in a sandy matrix 
was obsened at a few places at the base of the Blakely sand
stone. l\foreoYer, near the middle of the formation there is a 
conglomerate a few feet thick, which consists of small rounded 
pebbles of chert a,nd limestone embedded in a sandy, calcareous 
bluish-black matrix. At one place near the top of the forma
tion there is a conglomerate 18 inches thick, which consists of 
a black shale matrix with small pebbles of sandstone and 
numerous cavities that were once probably occupied by pebbles 
of limestone. 

Layers of sandstone occur near the top of the shale that 
underlies the Blakely sandstone as well as near the base of the 
shale that overlies it, and the lower and upper contacts of the 
formation are therefore fixed arbitrarily except where they are 
marked by a characteristic bed, like the conglomerate at the 
base. This conglomerate suggests that the Blakely sandstone 
may be unconformable with the Mazarn shale below. 

Age.-Grflptolites have been obtained from shale near the 
middle of tIle formation in the deep ravine in the NE. i sec. 
29, T. 1 S., R.. 20 VV., which contains a northwestward-flowing 
intermittent stream. They indicate that the lower part, at 
least, of the Blakely sandstone is equi valent to the upper part 
of the Levis shale in quebec, whi('h is correlated by Ruedemann 
and Ulrich with the Beekmantown (Lov;'er Ordovician) lime
stone of the northern Appalachian region, 

Oharacter and disb·ibution.-The 'VOlUble shale is named 
from the town of '""omble, part of which is built on the base 
of the formation. It is exposed oyer small areas in the Saline 
Basin, in the northeast corner of the Hot Springs district, and 
in the vicinity of Blakely and Cedar mountains, in the north
west corner. The exposures form narrow northeastward-trend
ing belts, the largest of which is in the Saline Basin. TheBe 
belts are yalley areas containing low, irregular hills. 

The formation is about 250 feet thiek in the extreme north
'~est corner of the district, but farther south and east it is 
about 900 feet thick. It consists of shale and some thin beds 
of sandstone and limestone, and it closely resembles the 
Mazarn shale. The shale is black, rather hard, and argilla
ceous and splits into thin pieces when struck with a hammer, 
but on the whole it is somewhat darker than the l\Iazarn shale 
and its green layers are less numerous than those of the Mazarn. 
The occurrence of slaty cleavage at an angle to the bedding in 
the shale with the green layers produces ribboned surfaces. 
(See PI. IV.) At the top of the formation there is some black 
chert in thin layers and black siliceous shale, both of which 
become gray on weathering. These beds greatly resemble the 
basal beds of the Bigfork chert, and the V\T omble shale there
fore seems to grade lithologically into this chert. Most of the 
shale changes to light-colored plastic,clay on weathering, but 
in many places the clays have been stained with iron oxide. 
vVhite,vein quartz is abunda,nt in the formation, and the thin 
mantle of soil contains enough of it in places to make the sur
face white. The limestone occurs in lentils 20 feet or more 
in thickness and is confined almost entirely to the northwest 
corner of the district, where it is exposed at a few places. It 
is hard, blue, and compact, occurs in layers that range from 
half an inch to 12 inches in thickness, and is intersected by 
numerous quartz veins half an inch or le~s in width. The 
sandstone, which is a very subordinate constituent of th~ for
mation occurs as widely separated beds near its base and is 
exposed over considerable areas. It is hard, ranges in color 
from gray to blue, and its layers are commonly 6 inches or 
less in thickness, though some of them have a thickness of 3 
feet. 

Age.-Graptolites representing two faunas have been col
lected in the quadrangle. One of these faunas is represented 
in the Beekmantown of New York and in contemporaneous 
beds of the Levis shale in quebec, and the other, the young~r, 
in the Normanskill shale in New York. The younger fauna 
is commonly known as the Nemagraptus gracilis or K ormans
kill shale fauna. 

The ohler fauna is represented by a single collection, obtained 
from a bed near the base of the Womble shale in the NW. i 
sec. 29, T. 1 8., R. 20 'V., and said by Ulrich to be a Mazam 
shale fauna, but the field relations apparently indicate that the 
shale yielding the fauna overlies the Blakely sandstone. 

IIlIDDI.,E ORnOYIorAN SERIES. 

lUG-FORK CRERT. 

Character and distrib1dion.-The Bigfork chert is named 
from Bigfork post office, Polk County, Ark., where it-is typ
ically developed oYer a rather large area. 

It crops out in northeastward-trending belts in the Zigzag 
Mountains and the Saline Basin and in two small areas in the 
extreme northwest corner of the district and two narrow east
ward-trending belts in the Trap Mountains in the southeast 
cornel'. These belts are characterized by shallow valleys and 
low, steep-sided rounded knobs. Owing to the intense crump
ling of the beds its thickness can not be accurately measured, 
but it is estimated to be about 700 feet. (See PI. II.) 

The formation consists of chert interbedded with some shaJe 
and a little sandstone. It gradually passes into the oyerlying 
Polk Creek shale by a thickening of its shale beds at the top 
and a decrease in the number of its chert layers. The chert is 
commonly in eyen-bedded layers, but in places these layers 
become thinner or thicker abruptly. The thickness of the 
layers ranges from 1 to 18 inches and is commonly from 3 to 
6 inches. Parts of it are finely and beautifully laminated. It 
is very brittle and under the blows of a hammer flies into small 
pieces that show an uneven or, less commonly, a conchoidal 
fracture. Where un weathered it is black and dense, but 
where weathered it varies from slate-colored to dark gray, 
chiefly the former, and some of it is rather porous. Parts of 
the formation contain small quantities of disseminated calcite 
and pyrite. ~umerous joints, many of which are straight and 
have remarkably smooth glossy surfaces, form a network that 
cuts the layers in all directions. So numerous are these joints, 
along which the stone readily breaks, that it is rather difficult 
to obtain a hand specimen that shows fresh surfaces. Most of 
the joints are occupied by fine quartz Yeins, which contain a 
little calcite. The . layers are generally very intricately folded, 
and the strain that ~companied this intricate folding probably 
produced the network of joints. (See PI. II.) As a result of 
the minute jointing the formation breaks down rapidly on 
weathering, so that large quantities of finely broken matedal 
collect at the base of the knobs; but good exposures of rock 
are numerous along the steeper slopes and in the stream beds. 

The shale, which is black and graphitic, occurs in layers 
that range from a fradion of an inch to several feet in thick
ness and is distributed in greater or less amounts through the 
formation. The thickest beds lie at the base, where much of 
the material is siliceous and on weathering ch:mges to a light
gray rock thnt disintep;rates into splintery fragments that have 
needle-like points. 

The sandstone is exposed in places in the Zigzag Mountains. 
It is fine grained, gray, and tllin bedded and is confined to the 
top of the formation. At 011e place on the northwest slope of 
Glazypeau Mountain it reaches a thickness of fully 50 feet. 

Limestone was observed within a few feet of the top of the 
formation half a mile east of Bonanza Springs. It is dense, 
finely crystalline, and bluish hlack, occurs in layers that are 
1 foot in maximum thickness, and is interbedded with chert 
and shale. 

Age.-Fossils are rare in the Bigfork chert and consist 
chiefly of graptolites, though other invertebrate remains, which 
are indeterminable, have been found at a few places in the 
Ouachita Mountains. Sponge spicules occur in the chert in 
southeastern Oklah'oma, but they have not been found in 
Arkansas. The only fossil collection from this formation in 
the Hot Spring~ district consists of poorly preserved graptolites 
from shale at the top of the formation half a mile east of 
Bonanza Springs. Ulrich states that these graptolites and also 
the grapfolites: from other parts of west·central Arkansas sug
gest species found in the lower Hartfell shale of Scotland 
rather than any found in standard American sections. The 
age of the Bigfork, according to the American standard, may 
thus be anywhere between lower Trenton and Vtica. 

Other fossils, consisting of fragmentary shells, have been 
found in a layer of chert and in associated limestone within 
50 feet of. the top of the formation On Blaylock Creek in the 
De Queen quadrangle. Concerning them Ulrich says that 
they represent possibly a dozen species, but aside from a small 
Hind£a it is difficult to be certain even of' their respective 
genera. For the present it will suffice to say that the collection 
indicates definitely that the Bigfork chert is of Mohawkian 
(Middle Ordovician) age. 

tJl'PEH (r) OltDOVIUIAX <!EIIJR!,I. 

Oharacter and distribution.-The Polk Creek shale was 
named from Polk Creek, in the Caddo Gap quadrangle, along 
the headwaters of 'which it is typically exposed. In the Hot 
Springs district it is exposed on the slopes of the Zigzag 
Mountains or in valleys near their bHses and is similarly 
exposed in two long, narrow areas in the TrHp Mountains, in 
the southeast corner of the di$trict. The outcrops form nar
row belts whose slight width is due to the thinness and to the 
steep dips of the formation and whose trend is parallel ,,'lith 
that of the higher ddges on or near which the exposures occur. 



J Most of the outcrops of this formation are found along ravines 
and stream beds; at other places it is covered by residual 
material either from the shale itself or from adjacent beds that 
crop out higher on the slopes. The shale is thickest near 
Hawes, at Hot Springs, at Potash Sulphur Springs, and in the 
Trap Mountains. At all of these places it reaches a thickness 
of 200 feet, but it becomes thinner northeastward, in the Zig
zag Mountains, so that near the ends of the ridges, a few miles 
north and northeast of Hot Springs, its thickness at most places 
probably doe, not exceed 26 feel 

The Polk Creek ,hale i, black, fl"ile, and graphitic. Some 
beds of it are clayey and are soft and graphitic enough to soil 
the fingers; others, especially in its lower part, have been 
changed to hard sonorous slate, which has a cleavage that is in 
places at an angle with the bedding and in others is parallel 
with it. On weathering it becomes a soft gray platy stone or 
changes to clay. Thin layers of dense black chert, like that of 
the Bigfork formation, and beds of hard quartzitic sandstone 
are common, but they constitute a very small part of the for
mation. The Polk Creek formation, like the formations below 
and above it, h88 been intensely crumpled and therefore con
tains many slickensides and joints. Thin veins of white quartz 
occur along the joints and bedding planes, and small crystals of 
disseminatE'd pyrite can be found in nearly all fresh exposures. 

Age and stratigraphic relation8.-Fossils consisting almost 
entirely of graptolite, are rather plentiful in the Polk Creek 
shale, especially iu its basal part, and can be found in nearly all 
good exposures. According to Ulrich the graptolites are com
parable with British species found in the Hartfell shale, chiefly 
in the upper Hartfell, which is at the top of the Ordovician. 

In the Trap Mountains the Polk Creek shale is overlain by 
the Blaylock SIllldstone, of Silurian a.ge, and in the Zigzag 
Mountains, where the Blaylock is absent, by the Missouri 
Mountain shale, also of Silurian age. That an unconformity 
exists between the Missouri Mountain and Polk Creek shales 
where the two are in contact is indicated by the presence and 
the character of a conglomerate between them. No physical 
evidence of an unconformity between the Polk Creek shale 
and the Blaylock sandstone has been observed in the Hot 
Springs district. 

SILURIAN SYSTEM. 

Character and distribution.-The Blaylock sandstone is 
named from Blaylock Mountain, on LittIe Missouri River, in 
the southwest corner of Montgomery County, Ark., where it is 
well exposed at the east end of the mountain. The Talihina 
chert in southeastern Oklahoma, as defined by Taff, does not 
include the Blaylock sandstone, for the Blaylock is not found 
in Oklahoma except in McCurtain County, but the Talihina 
chert includes beds that are both older and younger than the 
Blaylock. (Bee correlation table on p. 12.) 

The Blaylock sandstone is exposed only in tIle Trap Moun
tains, along the southern border of the Hot Springs district. 
Its outcrops, which are rough rocky strips that trend nearly 
east and west, lie in narrow valleys between high ridges. 
The estimated thickness of the sandstone on the head of Cooper 
Creek in the southeast corner of the district is 300 feet and 
that part exposed in the southwest corner is 550 feet. The 
formation thins out northward and is absent in the Zigzag 
Mountains, north of the Mazarn Basin. 

The formation consists of sandstone and of varying though 
subordinate amounts of shale. At some places it is composed 
almost wholly of sandstone; at others of alternating beds of 
sandstone and shale. The sandstone occurs in remarkably 
even-bedded layers, most of them 1 to 6 inches thick, though 
at a few places they .reach a thickness of 3 feet. Most of the 
sandstone is hard, dense, light gray to dark gray or greeo, 
homogeneous, Jnd quartzitic, but some of it is soft, yenow, and 
laminated and splits into more or less parallel plates when 
struck with a hammer. It consists of fine grains of quartz and 
a little mica, with quartz 88 the cementing material. :Flattened 
clay pellets and rather fine, crooked markings that are prob
ably worm trails are common. Joinbl are numerous, and many 
of them are filled with thin veins of white quartz. On weath
ering the sandstone breaks up into loose angular fragments 
that lie scattered over the surface, and in places it has become 
brown, though in others it remains gray. The interbedded 
shale, which makes up a considerable part of the formation, is 
micaceous and dark and in many places black and fissile. 

Age.-The Blaylock sandstone is very spaz:j.ngly fossiliferous. 
A few remains of Diplograptidae have been noted in sandstone 
layers at three or four. localities in the Ouachita Mountain 
region, but these are too poorly preserved to be identified 
specifically. The interbedded shale on Little Missouri River 
at the south base of Blaylock Mountain, in the Caddo Gap 
quadrangle. h .. yielded a ,mall collection of graptolitee belong
ing to species that, according to Ulrich, are not comparable 
with any found in Ameri('Q but that have been found in the 
Birkhill shales of Scotland, which are considered the base of 
the Silurian system in Great Britain. Ulrich therefore regards 
the Blaylock a, of early Silurian age. 
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Stratigraphic relalionB.-The Blaylock sandstone is cou
formable with the underlying Polk Creek shale so far as CRD 

be determined in the Hot Springs district, but a local conglom
erate in the De Queen quadrangle suggests a stratigraphic 
break at this horizon. An unconformity at the base of the 
succeeding formation, the Missouri Mountain shale, also 
regarded as of Silurian age, is indicated by a conglomerate 
found at its base in the Zigzag Mountains, but the Blaylock 
sandstone, as already stated, is not found there. The sudden 
appearance of the Blaylock sandstone and its abrupt thicken
ing from the north toward the south suggests an unconformity 
at its top, but the explanation here offered to account for this 
change in thielf-nees is that it was laid down in a rapidly sub
siding trough whose northern border extended east and west 
across the southern part of the Ouachita area. 

Character and distrihution.-The Missouri Mountain shale 
is named from the Missouri Mountains, in Polk and Mont
gomery counties, Ark., where it is well developed, but the 
term slate is applied to the formation in those areas because it 
has been so greatly changed by regional metamorphism that it 
can be split into thin, even sheets, which are in places suitable 
for commercial use. 

The Missouri Mountain shale includes, in the area here 
described, from 50 to 150 feet of shale. The thinnest part is 
on the northeast ends of the ridgfls a few miles north and 
northeast of Hot Springs, and the thickest part is at their 
southwest ends. In the Trap Mountains it is generally about 
100 feet thick, but in places it appears to be somewhat thicker. 

The formation crops out in narrow belts in the Trap and 
Zigzag mountains. These belts are in some places on one side 
and in others on both sides of the ridges, their position 
depending on the structure, which may be either monocIinal 
or synclinal. The surface in these belts is in large part 
covered with residual material from the formation itself and 
with d~bris from other formations higher up on the ridges. 
Consequently exposures of the shale are not common except 
on the steeper slopes and in or Dear stream beds. 

The formation consists of shale, a bed of conglomerate at the 
base, of at least l~l occurrence, and a few thin layers of sand
stone and quartzite. The conglomerate as exposed on Glazy
peau Creek, at the western edge of the district, is 4 feet thick 
and is composed of limestone pebbles and cobbles, the largest a 
foot in diameter, and of waterworn chert pebbles in a matrix of 
black sandy shale. A few other outcrops of the conglomerate 
were found at places in the Zigzag Mountains, but in these 
places the bed is thinner than it is on Glazypeau Creek and the 
pebbles are smaller. 

The shale is soft and argillaceous, contains minute Hakes of 
light-colored mica, and ranges in color from dark greenish drab 
to black, though in some exposures it is red and in others it is 
prevailingly black, as it is, for example, in the stream bed 
about half a mile southwest of Big Chalybeate Spring. The 
exposed parts are commonly buff, green, yellow, and reddish 
brown, and in many outcroPi the black shale on weathering 
gradually chang .. through green to buft'. In Polk and Mont
gomery counties, to the west, where the formation is thickest, 
the prevailing colors are red and green. In most if not all 
these places the green shale is less common. The shale is dis
sected by numerous joints, which run in all directions. Where 
it has been altered to slate it has well-developed cleavage, in 
some places parallel with the bedding and in others oblique to 
it, so that it can be' split into thin pieces, which usually have 
even, glossy surfaces. Small crystals of iron pyrites are com
mon in the shale. 

The sandstone and quartzite are in layers 3 to fj inches 
thick, near the base and the top of the formation. They are 
gray and hard and are composed of rounded translucent grains 
of quartz. 

Age and stratigraphie relationB.-In the Trap Mountains, 
along the southern border of the Hot Springs district, the 
Missouri Mountain shale overlies the Blaylock sandstone, of 
Silurian age, with apparent conformity. Farther north, in the 
central part of the district, it overlaps that sandstone and rests 
unconformably on the Polk Creek shale, of Ordovician age. 
The Missouri Mountain shale is apparently conformable with 
the overlying Arkansas novaculite, into which it seems to 
W'ade lithologieally, ., indicated by the pre,enee of thin bed, 
of shale, like the Missouri Mountain shale, in the lower part of 
the novaculite; but in the northern part of Hot Springs and 
on Indian Moun~in the novaculite is separated from the 
Missouri Mountain shale by a 2-foot bed of conglomerate. 
This conglomerate, however, can not be considered basal. It 
may have been derived by surface wash from near-by land 
areAS. 

The position of the Missouri Mountain shale, which lies 
between the Blaylock sandstone, of early Silurian age, and the 
Arkansas novaculite, the lower part of which is probably of 
Oriskany (Lower Devonian) age, suggests that this shale also 
may belong to the Silurian system. This suggestion is sup
ported by some indications of an unconformity at the top of 

the shale, but it is negatived by the fact that a conglomerate 
OCCUI'S, at least locally, at the base. The nearest exposures 
of Silurian rocks outside the Ouachita Mountains are in the 
southern Ozark region of northern Arkansas and northeastern 
Oklahoma, in the Arbuckle Mountains in southern Oklahoma, 
and on the southwest flank of the Nashville dome in Tennes
see. The beds of .this system are poorly represented in . the 
Ozark region and the Arbuckle Mountains, and no part of 
them resembles the Missouri Mountain shale. They are, how
ever, well developed on the southwest flank of the Nashville 
dome, whE're they are succeeded by strata of Helderberg, 
Oriskany, and later age. Their stratigraphic position with 
respect to the overlying rocks is thus essentially the same as 
that of the Missouri Mountain shale, except that rocks of 
Helderberg age are absent in the Ouoohita Mountains or, if 
present, have not been recognized. Although these Silurian 
rocks of Tennessee consist mainly of pure limestone, they 
include considerable thicknesses of gray earthy and shaly lime
stone, which, in the b88al part of the strata of Niagara age, 
becomes red as the Mississippi embayment is approached. It 
therefore seems reasonable to assume that the Missouri Moun
tain shale is equivalent to at least a part of the Silurian beds 
in Tennessee. The land area. that supplied the red mud for 
these rocks probably lay to the south, in northern Louisiana 
and eastern Texas. 

DEVONIAN SYSTEM. 

ARKANSAS NOVACULITE. 

Name.-The Arkansas novaculite consists predominantly of 
a rock to which the name novaculite was first applied by 
Schoolcraft in 1819. This name is now in general use. The 
authors of this folio regard the rock as a chert, though many 
different opinions concerning its origin have been expressed by 
other writers. 

As compared with other sedimentary rocks, such as shale, 
sandstone, limestone, and ordinary chert, novaculite is uncom
mon; but in the Hot Springs district and in other parts of the 
Ouachita Mountains it is widely distributed, for its outcrops 
extend through much of their length, a distance of about 200 
miles. It is thickest and best developed and has its largest 
areal extent in Arkansas, and the formation has therefore been 
appropriately called the Arkansas novaculite. In southeastern 
Oklahoma it constitutes the upper part of the Talihina chert. 

Distribution and surface form.-The Arkansas novaculite is 
exposed at many places in the Trap and Zigzag mountains. 
In these places, as in others in the Ouachita area, the outcrops 
form naITOW, more or less parallel belts, whose narrowness is 
due to the steep dips of the formation. The novacuHte is very 
resistant to erosion and therefore forms high ridges, but in the 
Zigzag Mountains, where it is overlain by the Hot Springs 
sandstone, this sandstone forms many of the crests of the 
ridges. The crests produced by the Arkansas novaculite, 
though generally even, are in places interrupted by low peaks, 
such as the one at the west end of West Mountain and one at 
the east end of Trap Mountain. 

The novaculite is brittle and much jointed, and it therefore 
breaks down into angular blocks of many sizes, which at many 
places on the ridges form a layer of surficial material. At 
other places, however, particularly along the crests of the 
ridges and in the water gaps, the· edges of the beds themselves 
project through the surficial material and form rough, bare 
ledges. 

Thickness.-The formation ranges in thickness from a maxi
mum of 800 feet on Mount Carmel Creek, at the southern 
border of the district, to a minimum of 100 feet, near Hawes. -
Its thickness on Central Avenue, in Hot Springs, is ~bout 510 
feet. This thinning toward the north is partly due to an 
unconformity at the top of the formation and to ODe or more 
local unconformities within it. 

Oharacier.-In the Hot· Springs district and in many other 
parts of the Ouachita Mountains the Arkansas novaculite con
sists of three lithologic divieions-a lower division, composed 
almost entirely of massive white novaculite; a middle division, 
composed mainly of thin layers of dense, dark novaculite 
interbedded with 9hale~ and an upper division, composed of 
massive, highly calcareous no' culite. 

The lower division reaches maximum thickness of 425 feet 
on the south side of the di trict, but, like the whole of the 
formation, it abruptly beco es thinner to the north. It is 
only about 275 feet thick at Hot Springs and is absent at a 
few places near Hawes. T is division is composed almost 
wholly of typical novaculit, whose color and massiveness 
make it the most conspicuous' part of the formation. In fact, 
it is this division that occup' the crests of the high ridges 
produced by the formation. The beds are from 2 to 10 feet 
thick and are commonly of uhiform thickness, though at some 
places they occur as thin len.. Some of the exposed bedding 
planes show large uneven ripple marks. Thin layers of lami
nated gray sandstone, which ill composed of rather well rounded 
quartz grains 0.25 millimeter 01' less in diameter, are inter
bedded with the novaculite at a few places in the lower part of 
the formation. 



A 2-foot bed of conglomerate a.nd a few thinner beds occur 
at the base of the formation on the northwest slope and near 
the southwest end of North Mountain in Hot Springsj they 
are separated from the heavy novaculite by 4 feet of red clay 
shale, like that of the Missouri Mountain shale. These conM 
glomerates consist of partly rounded pebbles of sandstone and 
novaculite in a matrix of dense novaculite. In other parts of 
the district, as well as at other places in the Ouachita Moun
tains, a foot or more of such shale occurs near the base of the 
formation and is underlain by thin beds of novaculite. 

The massive novaculite is commonly dense, gritty, fine 
grained, homogeneous, highly siliceous, translucent on thin 
edges, and white with a bluish tint or, where unweathered, ' 
bluish gray. Though the rock is mostly white, much of it 
shows various shades of red, gray, green, brown, yellow, and 
it is in many places black. These shades are produced by iron 
and manganese oxides and carbonaceous matter. It has an 
uneven to conchoidal fracture (see PI. ill) and a waxy luster 
like that of chalcedony. In places, especially near the base, it 
exhibits fine parallel laminae, and here and there it contains 
cavities that are oval in cross section and half an inch in their 
longest dimension, besides other cavities that are smaller or of 
irregular shape. The rock contains a little calcite, but expo
sures of the calcareous stone are not· common and have been 
found only in stream beds. Much of thP, white novaculite, as 
pointed out by Owen, is "equal in whiteness, closeness of tex~ 
ture, and subdued waxy luster to the most compact forms and 
white varieties of Carrara marblej and, though of an entirely 
diWerent composition, it resembles this in external physical 
appearance so closely that, looking at specimens of these two 
rocks together, it is difficult to distinguish them apart." 

Joints in several sets are numerous and run in all directions, 
but the most noticeable are those that are normal to the bed
ding. (See PI. VII.) Many of them are occupied by white 
quartz veins, most of which are so thin as to be inconspicuous. 
Slickensides along both joints and bedding planes are common. 

The middle division of the formation ranges in thickness 
from 10 feet, on Hot Springs Mountain, to 345 feet, in the 
Trap Mountains. It consists of interbedded shale and novac
ulite. 'fhe novaculite is similar to that in the lower, mas~ive 
division of the formation, except that it is dark gray to black 
and that the beds are much thinner, generally 1 to 6 inches 
thick. Some thin layers are argillaceous and possess a fairly 
good cleavage, resembling in these respects a highly siliceous 
shale. The shale is in beds that range in thickness from a few 
inches to as much as 100 feet. It is commonly black, fissile, 
and clayey, and much of it weathers buW or reddish brown, 
but near Hawes this division of the formation contains 100 
feet of red slate. This red slate, which is fairly hard and 
haa a good cleavage, hae at a few places been prospected for 
use as building material. Although its color is the same as 
that of parts of the Missouri Mountain shale, it differs from 
that rock in having dull cleavage surfaces and in exhibiting 
faint elongated markings on surfaces that are parallel with the 
bedding. 

At some localities in the Zigzag Mountains layers of con· 
glomerate from 1 inch to 2 feet thick replace the layers of 
novaculite of this division. The matrix of this conglomerate 
is very compact novaculite, and the pebbles are small and well 
rounded to subangular. Most of them are qovaculite, though 
some are sandstone or other hard material. (See PI. V.) 
The fragments of this conglomerate form conspicuous debris, 
attracting attention because of the smooth, spotted joint sur
faces, which are straight and even, irrespective of the hard 
pebbles. A similar though thicker conglomerate, which is of 
wide extent northwest of Hot Springs, rests at some places 
upon the mRssive novaculite and at others, where the heavy 
novaculite is absent, upon the Missouri Mountain shale. 

The upper division of the formation is persistent in the Trap 
Mountains, where it generally ranges in thickness from 10 to 
30 feet, but it occurs only here and there in the Zigzag Moun
tains. The maximum observed thickness, 179 feet, is at Hot 
Springs. This bed is so resistant that it produces many low 
ridges or knobs on the slopes of the high ridges of the Trap 
Mountains. It consists chiefly of massive, highly calcareous 
ligh';gray or bluish-gray to bluish~black novaculite, but it 
contains some thin layers of ordinary dense chalcedonic novac
ulite like that which is so characteristic of the middle and 
lower parts of the formation. Close lamination parallel with 
the bedding is common. On weathering the rock loses its cal
cium carbonate and becomes white or cream-colored, porous, 
and E!oft enough to receive.impressions from the hammer with
out breaking. At Hot Springs and northwest of it, much of 
the rock weathers to a soft, porous fine-grained stone, which in 
some places consists of tripoli and in others resem bles sandstone. 

The study of thin sections of the novaculite shows that the 
calcite occurs as small rhombohedrons and irregular-shaped 
aggregates, which are embedded in what may be considered a 
fine-grained groundmass consisting entirely of cryptocrystalline 
quartz. The calcite contains a trace of magnesium, and some 
of it has been replaced by secondary quartz. Most of the 
rhombohedrons are 0.00 to 0.08 millimeter across and are 
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bounded by straight walls of quartz, in which the granules are 
packed like courses of masonry, none of them being included 
in the calcite. Elsewhere the quartz granules have an irreg
ular arrangement but fit closely together, without any pore 
space between them. They are angular and generally average 
less than 0.01 millimeter in diameter, though a few widely 
separated grains are much larger and have rounded outlines. 
The fine grains are not cemented but, as Griswold states, seem 
merely to be jammed together, the tenacity of the stone 
apparently being due to the interlocking of the irregular edges 
of the grains. 

The followin~ analyses show the chemical composition of 
several varieties of novaculite from this formation: 

AnaZyBe8 of tll'kansas notlacuute. 

-----~I---I----------
Sili(l8, _____________________ 99.45 00.47 99.49 99.06 99.12 "99.685 

::::n~:~~::~:~~:::~:~:: } ... .17 .18 .so ... • 118 
.12 .06 .06 .06 Trace. 

Lime _____________________ ... .09 .04 .09 .12 --------Magnesla. _________________ bTra.ce. .00 .06 .18 .06 .067 
Potash ___________________ .19 .07 .18 .18 .14 Traee. 
Soda ______________________ ." ... .10 .18 . .. • 165 
Lolls on ignition ___ . ______ .06 .12 .14 .08 ... --------

100.62 100.24 100.20 99.98 100.40 l00.Oj)O 

"By dHferenee. bVery slight. 
1. "White novaGulite," Hot Springs, Ark. 
2. "Gray Arkansas stone." Rockport, 2 miles northwest of Malvern, Ark. 
8. "Fine 01lMhlta," Sutton's quarry No.6. on Indian Mountain. 
4. "Ouaehlta," Barnea's big quarry, on Indian Mountain. 
5. "White Ouachita. stone," Ten Mile qnarry, 8 to 10 milea ea.sto! Bot 

Springs. 
8. "White nOVaGulite," Hot Springs. 
l-li. R. N. Brackett. analyst. Arkansas Geol. Survey Ann. Rapt. for 

1890. vol. 8, p. 161,1892. 
8. C. E. Wait, analyst. Am. Jour. Sci., Bd ear., vol. 7, p. 520, 1874. 

The material used for the analyses was probably novaculite 
from which much if not all of the calcite had been leached out 
by weathering. The designations" Arkansas" and" Ouachita" 
refer to certain varieties of novaculite suitable for oilstones, 
which are described under the heading j, Economic geology" 
(p.10). 

Within a belt from a quarter to three-eighths of a mile wide 
about the igneous intrusive mass at Potash Sulphur Springs 
the novaculite has been changed by contact metamorphism to 
a rather coarse grained rock resembling quartzite. The grains 
of this rock reach a diameter of 0.5 millimeter and gradually 
decrease in size away from the intrusive mass until the novacu
lite assumes its usual dense chalcedony-like appearance. Some 
beds on the southwest end of Hot Springs Mountain near the 
top of the formation have the appearance of weathered quartz
ite of extremely fine grain, and the unweathered beds there 
doubtless have the same texture. In this locality the difference 
from the usual type may be due to metamorphism by the 
waters of the hot springs. 

The Indians used the novaculite extensively for their stone 
implements. Many tools made of this rock and tIle old work
shops along the streams where they were fashioned are found 
in this region. Most of the material used was quarried from 
the massive novaculite at the base of the formation. Three 
excavations in this rock on Indian Mountain about a mile 
east of Hot Springs are said to have been formed in this way. 

Strati{;raphio relations and oON"elation.-The Arkansas novac
ulite conformably overlies the Missouri Mountain shale, but 
a conglomerate that is possibly of only local occurrence at the 
base of the Arkansas novaculite indicates a shore line in this 
region prior to or during the deposition of the lower part of 
the novaculite. The formation is unconformably overlain by 
rocks of Carboniferous age-in the Trap Mountains by the 
Stanley shale and in the Zigzag Mountains by the Hot Springs 
sandstone, a lenticular formation that underlies the Stanley 
and that thins out south of the Zigzag Mountains. This 
stratigtaphic break is shown by the thinning out of the beds 
at the top of the novaculite toward the northwest and by a 
heavy conglomerate that is of wide though not general distri
bution ..at the base of the Carboniferous rocks. 

The o~ly fossils thus far found in the formation consist of a 
single collection of numerous conodonts in a minutely pebbled 
novaculite conglomerate and of conodonts, small linguloids, 
and sporangites in . the associated shale. These fossils were 
obtained from the middle division of the formation at Caddo 
Gap, Montgomery County, Ark., and upon them Ulrich bases 
the opinion that the middle and perhaps also the upper divi
sion should be correlated with the Woodford chert, in· the 
Arbuckle Mountains, and with the Chattanooga shale. As he 
assigns the Woodford and the Chattanooga to the Mississippian 
series, he accordingly a~signs these two divisions of the 
Arkansas novaculite to the same series, but the United States 
Geological Survey classifies the Woodford chert 813 Upper 
Devonian and the Chattanooga shale as Devonian or Carbon
iferous, and as the whole of the Arkansas novaculite is still 
treated as a unit, of which the lower Plrt is known to be 
Devonian, its upper divisions are also tentatively assigned to 
that age. 

A study of fossils collected from novaculite beds ilear 
Tuskahoma, Okla., by Ulrich has convinced him that the 
lower division of the Arkansas novaculite is of Oriskany 
(Lower Devonian) age. 

Schuchert in 1908 regarded the Camden chert as of Oriskany 
age, and the same opinion has been held by Ulrich, Pate, and 
Basslerj but Dunbar, who has recently studied the Devonian 
rocks and their faunas in western Tennessee, concludes that 
the typical Camden chert is of Onondaga and not of Oriskany 
age. Furthermore, Dunbar has identified and named certain 
formations that have been included by others in the lower part 
of the Camden chert. The oldest of those formations, which 
he calls the Decaturville chert, he regards as of Helderberg age; 
and both the next (his Quall limestone) and the youngest (his 
Harriman chert) as of Oriskany age. Of these formations the 
uppermost two (the Camden chert as restricted by Dunbar and 
the chert which he designates the Harriman chert) are described 
by him 813 really being novaculite, and it is these two formations 
that the authors have observed at different places in Tennessee 
and regarded as having much the same lithologic character as 
the Arkansas novaculite. If the lower pll1't of the Arkansas 
novaculite is equivalent to the Camden chert, as restricted by 
Dunbar, it is, according to Dunbar, of Onondaga (Middle 
Devonian) age; if it is equivalent to the Harriman chert of 
Dunbar it is of Oriskany (Lower Devonian) age. The middle 
and upper parts of the formation, as already stated, have been 
tentatively assigned to the Upper Devonian series. 

CARBONIFEROUS SYSTEM. 

MISSISSIPPIAN SERIES. 

HOT SPRINGS SANDSTONE. 

Charaeter and distrihution.-The Hot Springs sandstone 
has been so named from the city of Hot Springs, in and near 
which it is exposed. In this city the formation is 137,. feet 
thick. Its thickness at some places diminishes to 86 feet, but 
at some other places it is perhaps more than 200 feet. 

The sandstone is exposed along the mountain slopes or creats 
in the Zigzag Mountains, but it is not found in the Trap 
Mountains. The outcrops form narrow.bands, whose narrow
ness is due to the thinness of the formation and to its steep 
dips. In places where the sandstone produces the crests it is 
no more resistant than elsewhere, but in those places the 
underlying Arkansas novaculite is generally relatively thin 
and contains considerable shale. 

This formation consists of sandstone and soD!le shale and 
conglomerate. The shale occurs near the top and the princi
pal bed of conglomerate at the base. The sandstone, which is 
gray, hard, and quartzitic, is composed of grai!ns of quartz 
sllnd that range in size from fine to medium. Its layers are 
from 3 to 8 inches thick, though here and there they reach a 
thickness of 6 feet. (See PI. vm.) At many places the sand
stone shows close lamination parallel with the bedding. 
Freshly broken surfaces of the rock reveal mRny fine particles 
of white clayey material that may be a residue of grains of 
feldspar 'or some other mineral. Joints ale numerous and 
extend in all directions, but they are generally normal to the 
bedding or form a high angle with it. Many are filled by 
veins of white quartz, the largest 6 inches thick:. Some of the 
veins on weathering show fibrous or comb structure, due to 
the arrangement of the small crystals at right angles to the 
walls of the vein. The sandstone layers at the top are sepa. 
rated by thin beds of black shale, which increase in thickness 
upward in the section, so that the formation passes by gradual 
lithologic transition into the overlying Stanley shale. The 
sandstone on weathering breaks up into angular fragments, 
which lie scattered over the slopes and collect in large quanM 
tities as rough material at the heads of steep-sided ravines, such 
as the one at Hell's Half Acre, on Indian Mountain, east of 
Hot Springs. 

The basal conglomerate appears to form a continuous bed, 
whose common thickness is 10 to 15 feet, though 2 miles 
southwest of Bonanza Springs the thickness is 30 feet and 
near the city water pumping station it is 25 feet. The pebbles 
are of all sizes up to a diameter of 6 inches, are round to sub~ 
angular in shape, and consist of white to dark novaculite, 
principally the white, and a less amount of sandstone. The 
matrix is composed of sand and argillaceous material, which at 
a few place8 is so fine grained that it resembles novaculite. 
One bed of conglomerate and at many places two beds like that 
just described, though not so thick, occur higher in the 
sandstone. 

Stratigraphic relatiom.-The formation ove:rIies the Arkan
sas.novaculite, and tke two are unconformable, 813 is shown by 
the truncation of the beds of the novaculite and by the widely 

\ distributed basal conglomerate. The Stanley shale, which is 
of Carboniferous age, conformably overlies the Hot Springs 
sandstone, the two passing into each other by a gradual litho
logic transition. These stratigraphic relations form the only 
evidence available to indicate the age of this S$ndstone, but 
they seem sufficient to show that it was the earli,t Carbonifer-
ous deposit in this region. I 



STANLEY SHALE. 

Oharacter and di8trihution.-The Stanley shale is named 
from the village of Stanley, in the Kiamichi Valley, Okla., 
where it is extensively exposed. As the beds are plicately 
folded and as none of them possess distinguishable lithologic 
characteristics the exact thickness of the formation can not be 
determined, but the part of it that lies in the Hot Springs 
district is roughly estimated to attain a thickness of 3,500 feet. 
The thickness of the entire formation in the Caddo Gap quad~ 
rangle i~ 6,000 feet. 

The Stanley shale is the surface rock over the whole of the 
Mazorn Basin and in many of the narrow valleys in the Zigzag 
and Trap mountains on either side of that basin, its area. of 
outcrop comprising about half of the Hot Springe district and 
being much larger than that occupied by any other formation. 

The formation consists of shale and large but subordinate 
amounts of sandstone. The shale is clayey and thinly fissile 
and is in most places bluish black. but in others black. Parts 
of the base are sufficiently graphitic to blacken the fingers 
when fresh surfaces of it are rubbed. The dark colors prevail 
along most of the streams and in the deeper artificial exposures 
where the shale is not weathered; but where the rock is more 
or less altered by weathering, along the wagon roads and in 
the shallow exposures high above the streams, the colors are 
generally green, yellow, and brown. The shale breaks into 
thin, hard plates with smooth glossy surfaces, on which small 
flakes of mica are visible. It is so much crumpled in places 
that the bedding can not be distin~ished except where the 
sandston~ is exposed. The final product of weathering is red 
or yellow clay, in most places only a few inches thick, which 
covers the indurated rock. 

The sandstone, which occurs throughout the formation, is in 
thick beds, but these are separated by thicker beds of shale. 
The sandstone beds weather so easily that they produce no 
prominent ridges. In fact the entire formation crops out only 
in valleys. Most of the layers of sandstone alternate with 
layers of shale and are only a few inches thick, but some of 
them reach a thickness of 2 or 3 feet. The fresh sandstone is 
hard, com pact, quartzitic, rather fine grained, and greenish 
gray or bluish gray, but the weathered sandstone is soft, 
porous, and clayey Rnd ranges in color from green to brown. 
Small flakes of mica are common. Joints in great numbers 
cut the sandstone and shale beds in all directions, and many of 
them are occupied by conspicuous veins of white quartz from 
half an inch to 6 inches thick. A few thin layers of conglom~ 
erate composed of small, rounded novaculite pebbles in a dense, 
fine-grained siliceous matrix that resembles novaculite are 
found near the base of the formation. Nodules of phoephate 
rock, which attain a thickness of 2 inches, occur in the shale at 
a few places. These nodules are black, have a rather high 
specific gravity and a fracture that ranges from platy and even 
to conchoidal, and weather white or yellow on exposed sur
faces. Analyses of two similar nodules from the De Queen 
quadrangle show 13.28 and 23.07 per cent of hicalcium phos
phate respectively. 

Age and straUgraphic relations.-The Stanley, the younger 
formation of Carboniferous age in the Hot Springs district, 
conformably succeeds the Hot Springe sandstone but overlaps 
that formation toward the south, so that in the Trap Mountains, 
along the southern border of the district, it rests unconform~ 
ably on the Arkansas novaculite. Though a stratigraphic 
break separates these Carboniferous rocks from the Arkansas 
novaculite, the erosion surface over which the Carboniferous 
sea transgressed was very even. Except the Tertiary and 
Quaternary gravels the Stanley is the youngest formation in the 
district, but in the parts of the Ouachita Mountain regio~ to 
the north, south, and west of the district it is overlain by the 
Jackfork sandstone and other rocks, also of Carboniferous age. 

Although the Stanley .hale attains a thickne .. of 6,000 feet 
and is widely distributed in the Ouachita Mountain region, it 
has so far yielded only a few fossil plants. The overlying 
Jackfork sandstone, which is of equal extent and thickness, 
has yielded only a few indeterminable invertebrate fossils, but 
the Caney shale, which rests upon the Jackfork in parts of 
Oklahoma, has furnished a rather large invertebrate fauna. 
These three formations, together with the Hot Springs sand
stone at the base of the Stanley, are believed from lithologic 
and stratigraphic evidence to comprise essentially a single 
series of beds and are assigned by the United States Geolog~ 
ical Survey to the Mississippian series. White reports that on 
the whole the plant material from the Stanley shale, which 
consists mainly of minute fragments, though it is in part closely 
related to species known from the Pottsville, appears to be more 
closely related to the floras of the Carboniferous limestone, prob~ 
ably of Chester age, of the Old World. 

G. H. Girty haa supplied the following statement regarding 
the age of the Caney shale: 

When the formation W8B first mapped and its fauna was first 
described the Caney sh&le was referred, as it is now, to the upper 
part of the Mississippian series, and since this conclusion was formed 
much evidence has accumulated that tends strongly to corroborate 
the opinion that it is of MissiSsippian age. The eaD.ey fauna has 
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cousplcuously the facies of the Mississippian faunas of the adjacent 
are8B in Oklahoma and Arkansas. Furthermore, the fauna of the 
W~panucka. limestone, which overlies the Caney shale, is closely 
allied to that of the Morrow, which overlies the Missisaippian rocks 
in near-by are88, aud without much doubt represents the same geo· 
logic period. 

TERTIARY (?) AND QUATERNARY DEPOSITS. 

Unconsolidated deposits of variable thickness, ranging from 
a thin mantle to a bed at least 30 feet thick, occupy a narrow, 
£lat~bottomed valley near the southeast corner of the Hot 
Springs district and cap a few hilla near Hawes and Lawrence 
aud a hill southwest of May. These deposits COIU!list mainly 
of pebbles of novaculite and sandstone, some of them several 
inches in diameter, which are here and there interbedded and 
intimately mixed with sand and clay. At some places the 
pebbles are well rounded j at others they are subangulnr. 
These deposits, which were once probably very extensive, were 
probably laid down in Tertiary time or later by Ouachita 
River and other streams when they ran at a higher level than 
at present. Most of the loose material of these deposits was 
removed while the streams were cutting their valleys into the 
underlying hard upturned rocks. The deposit of gravel in 
the valley near the southeast corner of the district may be an 
outlier of larger deposits of Tertiary gravel that occur about 2 
miles farther southeast. 

Alluvial deposits are rare along the bottoms of the valleys, 
but those that occu~ form small tracts of' the best farming land 
in the district. 

STRUCTURE. 

GENERAL FEATURES. 

The sedimentary rocks of the Hot Springs district were 
originally laid down on the bottom of the sea in nearly hori~ 
zonml beds. At present, however, the beds are not generally 
horizontal but are inclined at many angles, so that their edges 
appear at the surface. When the formations are crossed north 
snd south, they are seen to lie in a series of folds (anticlines 
and synclines), and at a few places the heds have been dis
placed by faulting. The beds in the district, as well l\8 in 
other parts of the Ouachita Mouutain region and in the 
Arkansas Valley, were compressed into folds near the middle of 
the Pennsylvanian epoch, although they were slightly warped 
,"uch earlier. 

in the valleys. Many adjacent folds are nearly of the same 
height, and the same beds reappear at their several crests. The 
dip of the beds in places changes in magnitude or in direction 
within a mile along the strike, and this change may cause a 
single fold to break up into two or a gym metrical fold to pass 
into a closely compressed one in which the beds are parallel. 
Two structure sections of the same mountain or valley only a 
mile apart may therefore be quite different. Most of the folds 
have been compressed until their sides are parallel, so that the 
rocks on one side have been bent through an angle of more 
than 900 • Folds whose sides are parallel and therefore dip in 
the same direction are known as overturned folds. They are 
numerous in the Trap Mountain and Crystal Mountain anti~ 
clinoria. The folds in the Crystal Mountain anticlinorium 
have been overturned from the northwest, toward the Mazarn 
synclinorium, whereas those in the Trap Mountain anticlino~ 
rium have been overturned from the south, toward the same 
synclinorium. (8ee fig. 6.) In most places the fold. are 
smallest, most numerous, and most closely squeezed in the 
shales and thin-bedded .. ndeton .. and cherts. (See PI.. II, 
V, and VI.) Joints iu several sets and slickensides are found 
in all the rocks but are most numerous in those just named. 
(8ee PI. VII.) 

Faults are common, though not so common 8B might be 
expected iu beds that have been so closely compressed, because 
of the great predominance of thin~bedded strata over m8Bsive 
beds like the Arkansas novaculite. Thrust faults are the usual 
type, and most of them were produced by the breaking of the 
strata in closely compressed anticlines, so that they are gener~ 
ally parallel with the folds or nearly so, and the fault planes 
dip in the same direction as the broken overturned strata. 

The beds have been changed from unconsolidatedi sediments 
to hard, compact rocks, such as sand to sandstone and clay to 
shale, but have otherwise been metamorphosed very little. 

FOLDING. 

Ory8tal Mountain anticlinorium.-The small part of the 
south side of the Crystal Mountain anticlinorium that is 
included in the Hot Springs district comprises the Zigzag 
Mountains and adjoining areas to the north. The greatest 
uplift of this part of' the anticlinorium, as well as the greatest in 
the district, is near Blakely and Cedar mountains, where the 
Mazarn shale is exposed. From these mountains southeast-

o MORI~OrTAL A~O VERTIC:L SCALE ",Miles 

FIGURE 6.-Structure section across part of the Hot Springs di!ltric~. showing the overturning of the folds of the Crystal Mountain and Trap Moun
tain anticlinoria. toward the Mazarn synclinorium. Cs, Stanley 1I.~le; Chs, Hot Springs sandstone; Da, Ark&Ilsa8 novaculite; Sm, Missouri Mountain 
shale; Sb. Blaylock sandstone; Ope. Polk Creek shale; Obf, Bigfork! chert. 
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. The structure of the district is shown on the structure src~ 

tion sheet by six cross sections, which represent the stratal as 
they would appear in the sides of a deep trench cut across 1he 
country. These sections represent the structure as it is inferJj-ed 
from t4e position of the layers observed at the surface, Rnd as 
the vertical and horizontal scales are the same the sections 
show in miniature the actual form and slope of the land spd 
the actual dips of the beds. Sections drawn on tIle scale of the 
map, however, can not represent the smaller features of 1he 
structure; they are somewhat generalized from the dfps 
observed in belts a few miles wide along the lines of the sj;:lc
tions. Faults are represented on the map by a heavy solid or 
broken line and in the section by a line whose inclination 
shows the probable dip of the fault plane, the arrows indicat~ 
ing the direction in which the strata have been moved ·on 
opposite sides of the fault plane. 

The Hot Springs district, which is in the eastern part of the 
Ouachita anticline, the largest fold in the Ouachita area in 
Arkansas, contains three rather broad structural divisions-the 
Mazam syncline, which comprises the Mazarn Basin; the Trap 
Mountain anticline, a part of which occupies a strip along the 
southern borderj and the Crystal Mountain anticline, a part 
of whose southern slope comprises the Zigzag Mountains and 
tile country north of them. These folds are much complicated 
by numerous small folds, in consequence of which the Mazarn 
syncline is really a synclinorium and the above-mentioned 
anticlines are anticlinoria. 

These large, composite folds can be followed for considerable 
distances, bllt the single folds overlap lengthwise, are narrow, 
and can be traced only a few miles along their axes. They all 
have the same direction as that of the ridges that compose any 
.particular mountain group-northeast and southwest in the 
Zigzag Mountains and nearly east and west in the Trap 
Mountains. In general they thus bear a close relation to the 
topography, for the outcropping edges of the hard, upturned 
beds have formed the ridges and the softer intervening beds lie 

ward to Potash Sulphur Springs the individual anticlines 
that constitute this large structural feature are not quite so 
high, though, together with their interveuing synclines, they 
trend northeastward, like those of the Blakely Mountain and 
Cedar Mountain area. The axes of the folds in this belt have 
been tilted at comparatively high angles to the southwest, thus 
exposing the oldest rocks to the northeast and the youngest to . 
the sQuthwest. The plunging auticlines and synclines alter
nately interlock in such a way that the truncated upturned 
edges of the beds zigzag across the country, the more resistant 
ones forming the high ridges and the less resistant ones the 
valleys. The larger anticlines in the Zigza.g Mountains are 
all of about the same height, and the same formations thus 
appear and reappear in them. The dips generally exceed 450 

and are almost uniformly to the northwest, except at the ends of 
the folds, where they are in two directions, forming there some~ 

\ .. what symmetrical folds j but even in some of these places the 
dips, though of different magnitude, are in the same direction. 

The Bigfork chert and the Mazarn and Womble shales are 
so intensely crumpled that the details of their structure can 
not be determined. The sections on the structure-section sheet 
are therefore somewhat generalizedj they de;> not show the 
crumpling in these beds nor, in fact, any of the crumpling in 
the overlying rocks. 

Trap Mountain anticlinorium.-The Trap Mountain anti~ 
clinorium, a composite structural feature expressed by the 
conspicuous ridges along the southern border of' the district, 
consists of about twelve anticlines and their complementary 
synclines. The anticlines are all less than a mile wide, gen~ 
erally overlap lengthwise, and are only a few miles long. 
They are parallel, and some of them plunge to the east and 
some to the west, and all are of about the same height, so that 
the same formations are exposed in most of them. Most of the 
beds are inclined 450 or more from the horizontal, some of 
them reaching an angle of 900 , and all commonly dip to the 
south, except near the ends of some of the folds, where some 



dips are to the north. The conspicuous zigzag topography 
formed by Trap Mountain and its adjacent. ridges. has been 
produced by the truncation of interlocking anticlines and syn
clines whose axes pitch steeply in a direction east by north. 

Mazarn synclinorium.-The east end of the Mazarn syn
clinorium, which occupies most of the southern part of the 
district, is triangular, being 9 miles wide at its west border 
and nalTower to the east. Around its margin there are nar
row synclines, which extend into the anticlinal areas on 
either side and interlock 'with the numerous anticlines that 
plunge beneath the basin. In other places, however, the 
detailed structure is not known and would be extremely diffi
cult to work out, even if the work was at all possible, becnuse 
there are no distinctive beds in the Stanley sha.le, which is the 
rock formation over most of the baRin, and because this forma
tion, 'which has relatively low rigidity, has been thrown into 
small, closely compressed folds' or wrinkles instead of large 
ones like those found in the Arkansas novaculite. The struc
ture of the synclinorium, as it is shown in figure 6 and in the 
sections on the structure-section sheet, is therefore la.rgely dia __ 
grammatic. The beds in general strike about N. 60 0 E. and, 
owing to the small folds or '''rinkleR, present a confusion of 
northward and southward dips, most of which are 45° or more. 

FAUJ,TING. 

It is inconceivahle that rocks could have sustained the 
enormous pressure that caused the intense folding seen ill the 
Ouachita Mountain region without slipping or snapping here 
and there, and numberless slips are indicated by slickensides, 
and Ulany faults show conspicuous displacement of greater 
magnitude. Sixteen faults, some of which are shown in the 
structure sections, have been mapped in the Hot Springs dis
trict. All of them are thrust faults except a single small 
normal fault ahout It miles northwest of Lawrence, and the 
amount of their thrust ranges from a few feet to many hundred 
feet. The longest one, which is about 7 miles long and has a 
displacement of many hundred feet, passes near Bonanza 
Springs. A short one that has a small displacement occurs at 
the city water pumping station a mile north of Hot Springs. 
Others, whose greatest displacement is at least 500 feet and 
whose greatest known length slightly exceeds 2 miles, occur in 
the Trap :Mountains, mainly in the vicinity of Cooper Creek. 
Several short faults of greater or less displacement occur nellr 
Potash Sulphur Springs, and they probably formed a ('haunel 
for the intrusion of the igneous rocks found llt that place. 
The plane of a small thrust f<HIlt at the east end of Trap 
Mountain is occupied by an igneous dike (No. 130). The 
small normal fault about 1+ miles northwest of Lawrence dips 
to the northeast, and its plane is occupied by a dike (No. 30). 

1tIETAMORPHTS?1. 

Mechanical and chemical processes that accompanied the 
folding of the rocks of this region haye produced changes in. 
many of them. Alteration by these two agencies has perhaps 
been most effective in the shales, cha.nging some of them to 
slate. Those that have been most affected are the Mazarn, 
Womble, Polk Creek, and Missouri Mountain shales and the 
shaly part of the Arkansas novaculite, although at most placl;'s 
these have been but slightly altered. The change of the shale 
to slate has involved the flattening of the mineral particles of 
the shale, the rotation of their axes to a position at right angles 
to the pressure, and the formation of new minerals with their 
major axes in the same direction, thereby producing slaty cleav
age, which is usually at an angle to the bedding. (See Pl.IV.) 

The sandstones that are 110t calcareous have all become more 
or less quartzitic. Examples of such alteration occur in the 
Hot Springs sandstone, which is distinctly qmirtzitic, and in 
certain beds of the Blakely sandstone. The sandstone beds of 
the Stanley shale are less so. 

Contact metamorphism of the sedimentary rocks about the 
igneous mass at Potash Sulphur Springs is described below. 

IGNEOUS ROCKS. 

By E. HUSSJJ:LL LLOYD. 

. flENERAL FEATURES. 

The Hot Springs district contains two small areas of igneous 
rock, one at Potash Sulphur Springs and the other at the 
mouth of Gulpha Creek, and tHany dikes and sills, most of 
which are in the southeastern part of'the district. 

The igneous rocks of Arkansas, including those at Potash 
Sulphur Springs and the associated dikes and sills, were 
described in detail by 'Vil1iams and Kemp in 1891. 'Villiams 
sums up their general relations substantially as follows: 

'1'he larger masses of igneous rocks occur on the southeastern side 
of the much disturbed and folUed area known as the Ouachita uplift.. 
The smaller dikes of intrusive rock are scattered here and theJ'e 
through the eastprn half of the uplift and. appear to be independent 
of the folds and ridge~ which were formed long before the intrusion 
of the igneous masses. 

The larger masses of igneous rock are in or neal' the main anti
clinal axis of the uplift and occur in four well-defined areas-(l) the 
Fourche M.ountain or Pulaski County l'egion, (2) the Saline County 
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region, (3) the Thfagnet Cove region, and (4) the Potash Sulphur 
Springs region. 

Outside of these four typical regions there are many dikes of 
igneo~1! rock, which, so far as their petrographic characteristics are" 
concerned, might be associatell as well with one group as with 
anoth~r and ;Which are probably directly connected with none of 
them,1 although formed from the Sftme magma from which they all 
deriYed their material. 

POTASH S"GLPHUR SPRINGS AREA. 

General J'elations.-The igneous mass at Potash Sulphur 
Springs is irregular in outline and outerops over less than a 
third of a square mile. It has been intruded into steeply 
dipping and faulted sedimentary rocks in a way ,vhich indi
cates that it is a stock. (See fi~. 7.) On its north and 
southwest sides there are arms 01' apophyses of igneous rock, 
which extend into the sedimentary rocks. The exposed sedi· 
men1flry strata in contact. with the igneous rocks are the 

Section along line G-G' on wap. 

'-_"'--_"'---_"'.j:I_--"1Mile. 

Section along line H-a' on lllap 

FIGURE 7.-S{'ctions across the Potash Sulphur Springs igneous area, 
showing the relations of the nephelite syenite tot-he sediruentaryrocks. 
ns, intrusive nephelite syenite; Cs, Stanley shale; Chs, Hot Springs 
8Rndst,one; Oa, Arkansas novaculite; Sm, Missouri )fountain shale. 

Arkl:1-11sas novaculite, the Hot Springs sandstone, and the Polk 
Creef, Missouri Mountain, and Stanley shales. Of these the 
Arkdnsas novaculite, which occupies most of its periphery, 
borders it on the west, north, and east sides, and the Hot 
Spriilgs sandstone forms a pa.rt of its southern boundary. 
Thes,:e two formations, as a result of their resistance to weather
ing, ~vhich is greater than that possessed by the other rocks in 
this tricinity, form an almost complete circle of hills around the 
igneous area. 'Vithin the igneous mass itself, however, there 
have been included two 8mall masses of novaculite, which are 
exposed neal' its northern border, and three of the Hot Springs 
sandstone and two of shale, near the southern border. 

A. eharacteristi0 change in the kind of trees is noted in pass
ing from the sedimentary to the igneous rocks, and in most 
places the kind of trees seen is a sure guide to the underlying 
formations. Thus, where there are only hardwood trees and 
no pines, the underlying rock is syenite. A few pines scat
tered among the hardwood trees indicate that igneous dikes cut 
the sedimentary rocks or tllat masses of sedimentary rocks are 
included in the igneous rocks. 

The igneous rocks of the Potash Sulphur Springs area are of 
several types, ranging through a nearly continuous gradation 
from: a very light-colored. nephelite-feldspar rock to a dark
coloredjacupirangite. This gradation would probably be shown 
still more completely if the rocks were better exposed. Over a 
grea( deal of the area only fragments on the surface give evi
dence of the kind of underlying rock. 

The types of rocks represented include nephelite syenite, 
ijolite (?), jacupirangite (?), theralite, tinguaite, pegmatitic 
dikes, fourchite, and \yollastonite rock. 

D-istribution.-"Most of the exposures of the igneous rocks 
lie near the horder of the Potash Sulphur Springs area, on 
the outer slopes of the hills and in the streams. The tocks 
in and near the stream at Potash Sulphur Springs consist of 
light~olored nephelite syenite and a dark rock, composed 
ch{efly of biotite. This dark rock becomes more and more 
abundant to the east, toward the border of the nephelite 
syenite, and within a few feet eastwa,rd it forms the bulk of the 
rock j but t.4e syenite penetrates it in the form of short dikes 
or intrusive veins. }Iany of these syenite dikes are pegma
titic ~n the center, and in some places they contain large crystals 
of blotite. The same complex body of rocks is shown in the 
stream above the spring as far as a small dam, where the peg
matitic facies of the dikes reaches its maximum development. 
In a few places these pegmatites are composed almost entirely 
of large crystals of biotite, which are very short and extremely 
irregular in width. Veins of calcite are abundant in the rocks. 
at this place and run in all directions. They consist principally 
of coarsely crystalline calcite and a small amount of pyrite and 
pyrrhotite. Along the stream bed and in road cuts below the 
spring the rocks that are exposed are more or less weathered. 

In a secondary road on the northwest side of this area 
nephelite syenite lies in contact with a well-developed wollas
tonite schist. The field relations of these rocks are somewhat 
obscure, on account of the covering of surface materia1. At 
least two types of syenitic rock are represented here; one is a 
typical light-colored '3yenite, and the other, which seems to be 
developed at the contact with tlle wollastonite rock, is [1 very 
dark jacupirangite, composed almost entirely of aegirite-augite 
and melanite. 

N ephelite syenite was found at several places about the 
border of the mass, and, with the exception of the very nar
row band of dark rock noted above, it represents the, border 
type of the rock mass. 

In the central part of the area there are almost no exposures 
of rock in place, and the character of the underlying matelial 
must be inferred from the fragmental material on the surface. 
The darkest rock was found in places along the secondary road 
that runs northward through the center of the area, where con
siderable amounts of magnetite and protovermiculite are scat
tered on the surface and embedded in a yellow clay. From 
the great aUiount of these two minerals, as well as the large 
size of residual fragments of the proto vermiculite, some of them 
nearly a foot across, it is evident that they are not the products 
of the weathering of any of the rocks now exposed in the area. 
As the surface is covered with a thick mantle of residual soil, 
coarse-grained dark rocks probably exist in at least a small part 
of the area, A few small fragments composed almost entirely 
of melanite have been found, and fragments of a syenite very 
rich in aegirite-augite and melanite are abundantly scattered 
over a considerable part of the. center of the area. Some of' 
these fragments approach very nearly to the "ridge type" of 
syenite (ijolite) at Magnet Coye. Other weathered fragments 
seem to have been composed entirely of melanite and nephelite 
and still others of aegirite and nephelite. :From this residual 
material it is inferred that both ijolite and jacupirangite are 
present but are weathered so deeply that they are nowhere 
exposed. 

Theralite is exposed in a small stream near the western edge 
of the area and along the secondary road in its north-central 
part. A few dikes of tinguaite and fourchite occur as intru
sions in and around the border of the igneous mass. 

Metamorphism_-The sedimentary rocks that surround the 
igneous mass and that are included in it have been altered by 
contact metamorphism. Of these rocks the Arkansas novacu
lite has been most affected. 'Vhere it lies next to the intrusion 
it has been changed to a coarse-grained rock resembling quartz
ite, which is generally gray 01' white but in some places is 
black. It is made up of close-fitting translucent quartz grains, 
the largest 0.5 millimeter in diameter, and it weathers to a 
friable sacchal'oidal sandstone. Its quartz grains decrease grad
ually in size away from the igneous mass until at a distance of 
one-fourth to three-eighths of a mile the rock has been changed 
to a typical chalcedony-like novaculite, which consists of 
microscopic grains. The Hpt Springs sandstone has also been 
changed to a coarse-grained quartzite. There are no outcrops 
of the Polk Creek and ':\Iissouri IHountain shales near the 
igneous mass, so the extent of their metamorphism is not 
known. At points a quarter of a mile north of the border of 
the intrusion the Stanley shale has been somewhat altered, but 
in other directions it has not been affected to so great a dis
tance. The metamorphosed shale is black and hard and 
weathers to a light-colored porous rock, whereas the unmeta
morphosed shale, which is also black, weathers to a green or 
buff shale before changing to clay. 

.-\REA AT THE nOCTH OF (HlJ,PHA CREEK. 

'Vest of the mouth of Gulpha Creek stands a small wooded 
hill, which is composed largely of nephelite syenite and related 
igneous rocks. The outcrop of t.he igneous rocks forms a 
V-sha.ped area with its apex toward the south. The principal 
rock is a yery dark gray fine-grained nephelite syenite, which 
contains numerous light-colored contemporaneous dikes or 
veins. These dikes 01' veins, which range from a few inches to 
several feet in thickness, consist almost entirely of orthoclase 
and nephelite and have a coarse texture. The rocks about the 
border are generally. porphyritic in texture and contain augite, 
brown biotite, and in many places feldspar in a dark ground
mass. In several places fragments of augitic rock are scattered 
on the surface. The relations of the different igneous rocks 
have not been worked out in detail, nor is their relation to 
the sedimentary rocks known, because of the small number of 
exposures. Associated with the igneous rocks are barite, pyrite, 
chalcedonic quartz, and green, purple, and colorless fluorite. 

DIKES AND SILLS. 

There are 13;>. dikes and sills shown on the areal-geology map, 
but these probably represent only a small fraction of' the total 
number, the others being concealed by surface clay and rock 
debris. They occur mainly in the southern and southeastern 
parts of the district and are most numerous toward tJle south
east.. Outside of the district, in the area to the east, they are 
still more numerous and suggest an association with the mass 
at Magnet Cove rather than with the smaller mass at Potash 
Sulphur Springs. They range from very dark fourchites and 
ouachitites through nephelite syenite to light-colored tinguaites. 
Practically all of them occur in the Stanley shale. They run 
in all directions, but predominately eastward, in general accord 
with the strike of the sedimentary rocks. 

The rocks of the dikes and sills occur in various stages of 
decomposition, and many of them appear only as bands of 
reddish clay exposed in road cuts and show the spheroidal 



weathering characteristic of lamprophyric rocks. Others show 
rounded, very tough residual boulders, embedded in loose 
clay. The rocks composed largely of ferromagnesian minerrds, 
such a.s pyroxene, amphibole, mica, garnet, and olivine, alter 
more rapidly than the rocks composed largely of feldspars and 
feldspathoids. A large number of the most completely altere<l 
dikes and sills show by their residual products that they were 
originally ouachitites or fourchites. Many of them are shown 
only by belts of boulders on the surface. The least-altered 
rocks occur along Ouachita River and a few of the larger 
creeks. The best exposures are in some of the larger railwuy 
cuts, but at most of these places the rocks are so much decom
posed that they can not be studied under a microscope. The 
exposures can generally be followed for only short distances, 
most of them for only a. few feet. Exceptions, however, are 
found in dikes that have left rmvs of boulders on the surfa.ce, 
for where these rows lie in forested areas they can be followed 
for long distances. Several dikes also haye been traced by 
isolated exposures which are approximately in a line, have the 
same strike, and contain rocks of the same composition. 

The width of the dikes and sills ranges from a few inches to 
as much as 45 feet. Fully 75 per cent of them are 5 feet or 
less wide, and only a few reach a width of 10 feet or more. 
The onachitite, fourchite, and nephelite syenite dikes are t.he 
narrowest and the tinguaite dikes the widest. 

The ouachitites and fourchites are richest in ferromagnesian 
minerals. They are olivine-free monchiquites that contain 
from 50 to 80 per cent of augite, the ouachitites with and the 
fourchites without large phenocrysts of biotite. The light
colored minemls form a matrix that fills the interspaces between 
dark minerals and are generally replaced by calcite and zeolites. 
The proportion of matrix to automorphic minerals varies 'within 
wide limits. There is a complete gradation from rocks in which 
the phenocrysts comprise 70 to 80 per cent of the material to 
the llonporphyritic fourchites, in which the texture is about the 
same as in the groundmass of the porphyritic rocks. 

Where the light-colored material is more abundant its crys
tals are larger, and instead of filling the interspaces between 
the dark materials it incloses them and the texture is poikilitie 
hypnutomorphic granular. These dikes, which are interme
diate in character between the ouachitites and fourchites on the 
one hand and the tinguaites on the other, are called nephelite 
syenite dike roeks. 

Where the amount of light-colored minerals in the rocks is 
still greater than it is in the nephelite syenite dikes, the feld
spar or the nephelite is automorphic and the rock a tinguaite. 
Of these there are several types, in which the texture of the 
groundmass varies considerably in the different dikes. 

RELATIONS (W THE IGNEOUS ROCKS. 

The dark biotitic rock, jacupirangite, at Potash Sulphur 
Springs is apparently a segregation from the syenitic magm8, 
and its occurrence along the border of the syenite mass at 
this place suggests a separation on erystallization. It seems 
reasonable to suppose that the earliest minerals to crystallize 
were segregated at the cooler surface and that the roek thus 
formed "",as intruded and broken up during the later stages of 
consolidation, which are represented by the nephelite syenite. 
Nephelite syenitE" however, is the principal rock on the border 
of the rock mass, and near the center of the Hrea it approaches 
the" ridge type" (ijolite) of Magnet Cove. Its relations to the 
theraEte, neur the center of the area, and to the ijolite and 
jacupirangite, which are also probably present near it.s center, 
are not known, on account of the covering of clay and other 
surface material. 

The origin of the wollastonite in the wollastonite rock 
described above is not known, as no limestone has been found 
in the vicinity. 

The rocks of the smaller intrusions are differentiation prod
ucts from a nephelite syenite magma. There is apparently an 
almost continuous gradation from the mafic ouachitites and 
fourchites to the felsic tinguaites. There certainly is such· a 
gradation in the amount of light-colored minerals in the 
groundmass, for this differs in almost all proportions from rock 
to rock. 

At Potash Sulphur Springs tinguaitc dikes (Nos. 36, 50, 54, 
a.nd possibly 49 and 51) cut the n,ephelite syenite, and a. four
chite dike (No. 35) cuts across the jacupirangite breccia and 
its nephelite syenite veins. 

'fDIE OI~ DI"TRC'SIOX. 

By H. D. MISER. 

The nephelite syenites and their associated types within the 
Hot Springs district penetrate sedimentary strata that range in 
age from Ordovician to Mississippian and also cut across the 
folds in the strata. and occupy fault planes. The folding and 
faulting in this area, as previously shtted, took place near the 
middle of the Pennsylvauian epoch, and therefore the intru
sion of the igneous rocks 'Nas later than that epoch. Besides 
this there is no evidence in the district to fix exactly the time 
of the intrusion. In Saline and Pulaski counties, to the north
east, the eroded surfaces of the nephelite syenites and the asso-
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ciated types are overlain by Eocene sediments, which shows 
that their intrusion is pre-Tertiary. In the southern part of 
the Caddo Gap quadrangle waterworn pebbles and cobbles of 
tinguaite, fourchite, syenite, and peridotite occur in the Bingen 
fOl'llmtion, ..,yhich there lies at the base of the Upper Creta
ceous series. All these pebbles were probably derived from 
igneous masses in Arkansas, though some such masses arc 
doubtless concealed by Upper Cretaceous or later sediments. 
The exposed igneous rocks in this State were all probably pro
duced from one magma, and their intrusion thus took place 
about the same time. The peridotite exposed neal' Murfrees
boro, Pike County, penetrates the Trinity formation of the 
Lower Cretaceous series. It therefore follows that the perido
tite and the other igneous rocks in the State, including those in 
the Hot Springs district, were intruded late in the Lower Cre
taceous epoch or early in the Upper Cretaceous. 

GEOLOGIC HISTORY. 
CHARACTER OF THE RECORD. 

The geologic history of the Hot Springs district is recorded 
in its surface features and in the underlying- rocks. The fol
lowing account of the physiographic and geologic events is 
therefore a. brief interpretation of the record embodied in the 
roeks and the surface features that have already been described. 
The history as thus interpreted is probably far from complete, 
because the record has been largely destroyed by erosion, yet 
many of the facts may be inferred from studies made in other 
parts of the Ouachita Mountain region and in adjoining 
provinces, for the same processes that affected this district 
affeeted similarly an extensive region around it. 

The oldest formation exposed in the district is the Mazarn 
shale, of Lower Ordovician age. Still older beds, however
the Collier shale, of Cambrian age, and the Crystal Mountain 
sandstone, probably of Ordovician age-are exposed in the 
region to the west, between Black Springs and Mount Ida, 
Montgomery County, Ark., from which, therefore, the earliest 
geologic record for this region must be obtained. 

PALEOZOIC ERA. 

CA)IBRIAN PERIOD. 

The Collier shale is of unknown thickness, for its base is 
nowhere exposed, but at least a few hundred feet of the shale 
and limestone beds comprising it is visible south of :Mount Ida .. 
Collier deposition was brought to a close by an emergence of the 
land in at least the present Crystal Mountain area, where a 
period of erosion was begun. 

ORDOVICIAN PERIOD. 

After the period of erosion just mentioned the area was again 
covered by the sea, and the material that forms the Crystal 
1Iouniain sll-ndstone, 850 feet thick, was spread oyer it. 

Throughout most of Mazarn, Blakely, and Womble time 
mud was deposited in the sea in the Ouachita Mountain region, 
both in Oklahoma and in Arkansas. At the end of the Maz
arn time at least a part of the region was uplifted and eroded. 
Blakely time began with an advance of the sea over the eroded 
areas. Pebbles were laid down here and there, but sand and 
mud were afterward laid down in alternating layers. During 
'Vomble time mud and a yery little sand accumulated, practi
cally without interruption by the deposition of other kinds of 
sediment. The sea was probably shallow during the deposi
tion of the 2,400 feet of mud and sand that makes up these 
three formations, so that the sea bottom must have been sub
si.ding more or less gradually while these sediments were 
accumulating. Although the sea received mud and some sand 
during .Mazarn, Blakely, and Womble time, it occasionally 
became elear enough to permit the deposition of material that 
formed limestone. But during some if not much of the time 
when these formations were being deposited limestone was 
being formed to' the nort.h, in the Ozark region; to the west, 
in the Arbuckle Thfountains of Oklahoma; and to the east, in 
the southern Appalachian region. This change in the charac
ter of the sediments in t4ese directions and the limited distri
bution of the Blakely sandstone, which is exposed only in the 
southern part of the Ouachita Mountains, strongly indicate 
that the elastic materiHI for these formations came from the 
south-from a land area that is believed to have existed in 
northern Louisiana and eastern Texas. 

At the end of Womble deposition layers of silica and thin 
layers of mud, aggregating 700 feet in thickness, were put 
down i.n probably all the Ouachita Mountain region and later 
formed chert and shale, respectively. To this formation the 
name Bigfork chert has been applied. The rhythmical depo
sition of chert and shale in alternating layers during much of 
Bigfork time and that of the limestone and shale of the Her
mitage formation of Tennessee suggest that the Bigfork and 
the Hermi.tage, both of which are partly or wholly of Trenton 
(Middle Ordovi.cian) age, were formed contemporaneously. 

Bigfork time was ended and Polk Creek time was begun by 
an increased muddiness of the sea. The black mud whieh 
later formed the Polk Creek shale was rather uniformly spread 
over much if not H11 of the Ouaehita }Iountain region. 

SILURIAN PERIOD. 

After Polk Creek time the land area that is believed to haye 
existed south of the Hot Springs district was probably elevated 
sufficiently to invigorate the streams, which in addition to a 
good deal of mild now carried to the sea large quantities of 
sand. Later the sand and mud hardened into sandstone and 
shale, respectively, to which the name Blaylock sandstone is 
applied. The sediment deposited at this time appears to have 
been laid down in a rapidly subsiding trough, for within a few 
miles the formation thickens south ward from a feather edge to 
at least 550 feet in the Hot Springs district and to a maximum 
of 1,500 feet within a like distance in the Caddo Gap quad
rangle. This trough, though it occms only on the south side 
of the Ouachita Mountain region, extends from the Tertiary 
overlap east of the Hot Springs district, in central Arkansas, 
westward to the Cretaceous overlap in McCurtain County, in 
southeastern Oklahoma. The deposition of the Blaylock sand 
was ended by an emergence of parts of the region, including at 
least a portion of the Hot Springs district, but this emergence 
was probably not general and probably did not last long, else 
there would be more than local evidences of' a period of erosion. 

After Blayloek time the sea transgressed northward oyer the 
land, and in places there was put down a layer of coarse con
glomerate that constitutes the first deposit of the Missouri 
Mountain shale. Afterward fine red and in some places black 
clay was laid down throughout the Ouachita Mountain region. 
The clay that was laid down in the Ouaehita area during this 
time apparently came from the land area to the south. 

DEYONIAN PERIOD. 

The epoch in which the Arkansas novaculite was laid down, 
which was one of sedimentation throughout the southern part 
of the Ouachita Mountain region, was characterized by the 
deposition, through action by organisms or chemical precipita
tion or through both processes, of silica and a Httle caleareous 
material. In a few places the oldest deposit of this epoch is a 
conglomerate that consists of rounded pebbles of quart.z and 
novaculite embedded in a matrix of novaculite. This conglom
erate suggests the emergence of the land and its erosion in 
some areas prior to or early in this epoch, but as the water 
deepened silica and very small amounts of other materials, 
which later formed the white massive novlWulite, accumulated. 
While this vast amount of siliceous material was being depos
ited the land from which it was derived was low or possibly 
remote, as is indicated by the deli very to the sea of only a 
yery little detrital material, which consisted wholly of rounded 
quartz grains and mica., and the sea was relatively shallow, as 
is indicated by the presence of ripple marks in the heayy-bedded 
novaeulite. 

This part of the novaculite is of Oriskany age and was hdd 
down at the same time as the Camden chert in western Tennes
see and the uppermost part of the "Hunton formation" in the 
Arbuckle Mountains in Oklahoma. Next mud, generally 
black, was laid down in thin layers intermittently with layers 
of siliceous material, but later the siliceous material, some 
caleium carbonate, and a very small quantity of mud were 
deposited. The middle and upper divisions of the Arkansas 
novaculite, which are of the same age as the Woodford chert, 
in the Arbuckle Mountains, and as the Chattanooga shale, were 
thus formed. Some of the IDud laid down at this time was red 
and formed red shale. 

Sedimentation was not continuous dming the period when 
the Arkansas novaculite was laid down, but after Oriskany 
time it was interrupted by emergence and erosion, as shown by 
the presence and character of a conglomerate at the base of the 
middle division of the fOl'lllation in tne northern part of the 
district. The absence of this conglomerate in the Trap Moun
tains and the absence there of other physical features that indi
cate a stratigraphic break at this horizon suggest that the land 
area over whieh the lower part of the formation suffered erosion 
at this time did not extend into the southern part of the dis
triet. Other conglomerates found higher in the format.ion are 
also confined to the northern part of the district and indicate 
that there ,vas a land area in or near this part of the district. 

This epoch was closed by the emergence of the land from the 
sea over much of the Ouachita Mountain region. \Vhile this 
district was land much erosion took place in its northern part, 
where the novaculite was pl~ned off. Many rounded pebbles 
of novaeulite are found in the heavy conglomerate that lies 
above the novaculite at the base of the Carboniferous rocks. 
In the Trap Mountains, however, as in many other parts of 
the Ouachita area, the character of the beds at the top of the 
Arkansas novaculite is so uniform that the only evidence of an 
unconformity at this horizon is the presence there at some 
places of a thin layer of conglomerate. 

CARBONIFEROUS PERIOD. 

After the period of erosion at the end of the Arkansas 
novaculite epoch a heavy bed of pebbles of novaculite and sand
stone, mixed with some sand, was deposited in the Hot Springs 
distriet. In the central and northern parts of the district the 



bed is practically continuous, but in the southern part it was 
put down as thin, locally distributed lenses. In the nort.hern 
part of the district a bed of gray sand, which later formed the 
Hot Springs sandstone, accumulated upon this gravel, but it 
did not extend into the southern part of the district nor into 
the Caddo Gap, Mount Ida, De Queen, and Lukfata quad
rangles and other areas to the west. The distribution, character, 
and stratigraphic relations of this sandstone and its basal con
glomerate in the Hot Springs district suggest that the material 
came from a near-by northern source. 

The deposition of the Hot Springs sandstone was followed by 
that of the Stanley shale, during a time when mud and sand 
were alternately laid down to a ,depth of 6,000 feet over most 
of the Ouachita Mountain region. The black color of the 
Stanley shale and the presence in it of numerous fragments of 
plants indicate the existence of plant life on the land. Marine 
fossils have not been found in the Stanley shale except at a few 
places in McCurtain County, Okla. The practical absence of 
marine fossils in the Stanley shale, as well as the distribution 
of the shale and the fact that it was laid down in shallow water, 
indicate that most of it is of fresh-water origin and that the 
sediment that formed it was deposited in a great continuous 
delta ftt the mouths of several rivers. 

Paleozoic deposits later than the Stanley do not occur within 
the district, but great thicknesses of shales and sandstones of 
younger Carboniferous rocks are widely exposed elsewhere in 
the Ouachita area and the Arkansas Valley. The youngest of 
these deposits are of the same age as the Allegheny formation 
in the Appalachian region, which forms a part of the Pennsyl
vanian series. 
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van ian epoch. Most of it has remained a land area and has 
consequently undergone subaerial erosion ever since its emer
gence. The highest peaks in the Ouachita Mountains are 
more than 2,000 feet above sea level, but some of them have had 
at least 18,000 feet of strata removed from above them. Had 
this material not been removed a few of these mountains would 
now stand more than 20,000 feet above sea level. They prob
ably never attained such an altitude, however, because erosion 
progressed with elevation, so that the rocks may have heen 
worn down nearly as fast as the region was raised. 

Erosion has not gone along at a uniform rate, for at times 
it reduced the region to a low-lying area of moderate relief-a 
peneplain-from which very little more material was eroded. 
The evidence available indicates that two peneplains were 
formed in the district-the Ouachita and the Hot Springs, of 
which the Hot Springs peneplain is the younger. The Hot 
Springs peneplain is described under the heading "Cenozoic 
era." (See fig. 8.) 

The Ouachita peneplain was produced by erosion that lasted 
through the Permian epoch and the Triassic and Jurassic 
periods. Only a few low peaks and ridges, which were more 
resistant to erosion than the rest, stood above this plain as 
monadnocks. At the beginning of the Cretaceous period this 
peneplain and a large area to the south, including the old land 
mass in Louisiana and eastern Texas that supplied most of the 
V[l,st amount of sediment that formed the Paleozoic rocks of the 
Arkansas VaUey and the Ouachita region, were depressed and 
the Gulf waters extended at least as far north as the central 
parts of Clark, Pike, and Howard counties, Ark. How much 
farther the sea extended and whether it covered the Hot 

According to evidence obtained in the Caddo Gap quadrangle 
their intrusion occurred late in the Lower Cretaceous or early 
in the Upper Cretaceous epoch. The rather general northeast
ward alinement of the principal igneous masses in Arkansas 
along 01' near the old Upper Cretaceous shore line and the 
Tertiary shore line, both of which pr!Wtically coincide, sug
gests, as pointed out by Branner, that the position of this shore 
line has been caused by faulting or other weakness. In fact, 
the intrusion of the igneous masses may have accompanied the 
downwarping that produced the transgression of the Upper 
Cretaceous sea in the Mississippi embayment. 

Whether any of the igneous rocks reached the surface at 
that time is not known, but the rocks now exposed, as shown 
by their character, must have solidified at depths of at leftst 
several hundred feet below the surface. This means that the 
overlying rocks have been subsequently removed by erosion. 
This also indicates' that the land surface in the Hot Springs 
district and the rest of the Oua~hita region during late Lower 
Cretaceous or early Upper Cretaceous time stood as high as 
the crests of the mountain ridges which are believed to mark 
the elevation of the Ouachita peneplain. 

During Lower Cretaceous time, when the Ouachita region 
was presumably a low, southward-sloping peneplain, it must 
have been drained southward into the Lower Cretaceous sea. 
It had then probably been reduced so nearly to a plain that 
the courses of the streams were largely independent of the 
structure of the rocks. When the region was elevated at the 
end of Lower Creta,ceous time the streams continued to flow 
southward from the old rocks, across the newly formed, 
unconsolidated sediments. 

FIGURE 6.~Section showing the Ouachita and Hot Springs peneplains in the Hot Springs district and their relation to the Cretaceous floor at Itnd near Arkadelphia, Ark. 

The exposed Carboniferous rocks in the Arkansas Valley 
and the Ouachiut. area in Arkansas have a maximum thickness 
of 25,000 feet and a minimum of 21,000 feet. During the 
accumulation of this vast thickness of rocks the Ouachita area 
and the Arkansas Valley formed a subsiding synclinal trough. 
Its subsidence was more or less gradual, for practically all this 
enormous thickness of material consists of shales and sand
stones that are obviously of shallow-water origin. The evi
dence at ha.nd indicates that much if not most of the detrital 
material that formed these beds in the Ouachita Mountains and 
the adjoining Arkansas Valley came from the south, like that 
which formed most of the older beds that are exposed in these 
mountains. The clastic material that formed the Pennsyl
vanian rocks of north-central Texas, according to Drake, 
Plummer, and Moore, was derived largely from an extensive 
old land area to the east and southeast, which is now covered 
by later formations, and only a very small part from the older 
rocks to the south, at the center of the State. It therefore 
appears fairly certain that at leftst a part of the land area that 
supplied most of the material for the enormous thicknesses of 
Carboniferous rocks exposed in these provinces lay in Louisi
ana and eastern Texas. The location of this old land area 
may have roughly coincided with that of the Sabine uplift as 
described by Harris, Powers, and others. 

FOJJDING AND UPLIFT. 

'fhe subsiding synclinal trough of the Ouachita Mountain 
region and the Arkansas Valley was converted into dry land 
and its rocks were folded and faulted near the end of the 
Paleozoic era. In the Ouachita Mountain and Arkansas Val
ley regions the uplift, folding, and faulting were probably con
temporaneous 'with extensive movements of a like nature in the 
Arbuckle Mountains, in southern Oklahoma. which took place, 
according to Moore, near the middle of the Pennsylvanian epoch. 

The folding and faulting were produced by horizontal com
pression, and the movements over most of the region acted from 
the south or from the north, though in the Zigzag Mountains 
the movement was from the northwest or from the southeast. 
That the force causing the movements came from the south is 
suggested by the flattening of the folds northward from the 
axis of the Ouachita anticlinorium toward Arkansfts River and 
by their final disappearance in the southern Ozark region. 
The strata in the Hot Springs district have been so much com
pressed that t.heir present extent is only half to two-thirds of 
their original horizontal extent. The muds, sands, a.nd other 
materials had become ha.rdened, largely by their own weight 
probably, but the force that accompanied the folding further 
consolidated them into firm rocks, and the waters that permeated 
the rocks in places produced new minerals and cemented the 
particles firmly together. The shearing force and pressure 
further modified them by forming cleavage and joint planes. 

MESOZOIC ERA. 

The Hot Springs district, as well as the rest of the Ouachita 
Mountain region, so fa.r as known, has been only partly sub
merged since its emergence near the middle of the Pennsyl-

Hot Spring .. 

Springs district are not known. During the northward 
advance of the Lower Cretaceous sea the peneplain was doubt
less slightly lowered by wave erosion. The submerged part of 
the peneplain thus became the floor upon which the Cretaceous 
beds were deposited. 

The Cretaceous floor is smooth, its plainlike Aurface being 
diversified only by minor irregularities and undulations. Its 
dip to the south, as indicated by 'wells that penetrate the 
Cretaceous deposits, is about 100 feet to the mile. The Alope 
of the floor where the Cretaceous cover is partly removed in 
the Caddo Gap and De Queen quadrangles ranges from about 
60 to 100 feet to the mile, but the usual dip is about 80 feet to 
the mile. If this plain were projected to the north with a 
slope of 80 feet to the mile it would coincide 01' nearly coin
cide with the summits of many of the high ridges on the south
ern border of the Ouachita Mountains in Arkansas but would 
rise above many of them. The imaginary plain passing 
through the higher summits farther north has a lower slope to 
t.he south than 80 feet to the mile. The higher ridges in the 
Hot Springs district northwest of Indian Mountain and in the 
southwest corner of the district approach a common level, 
which ranges in most places from 1,100 to 1,300 feet above sea 
level, but to the east and south, in the southeast corner of the 
distric4 they descend to an elevation of about 700 feet above 
sea level. These elevations mark approximately the level 
attained by the Ouachita peneplain, except that the peneplain 
may have stood a little above Blowout Mountain and other 
ridges farther north. (See Pl. 1.) 

At the end of the Lower Cretaceous epoch the Ouachita and 
adjoining regions were elevated, so that the waters of the Gulf 
retreated southward and erosion was accelerated. The amount 
of erosion during this time in the Ouachita Mountains is not 
known, but the Ouachita peneplain was probably not greatly 
reduced. 

In Upper Cretaceous time the Ouachita and adjoining 
regions were again depressed. The depression was gradual 
and continued throughout much of the epoch. It was greatest 
in the present lower Mississippi Valley and permitted the sea 
to reach the southern end of Illinois. The shore line ran 
northeastwa.rd, probahly not more than a few miles southeast 
of the Hot Springs district, and the waters ma.y even have 
covered a part or all of the district itself. At any rate, the 
part of the Ouachita peneplain in Arkansas was apparently 
tilted to the east, toward the principal axis of depression. 
The high ridges attaining its level have an elevation of about 
2,000 feet above sea level in the northeast corner of the De 
Queen quadrangle and the northwest corner of the Caddo Gap 
qua.drangle, between 1,100 and 1,300 feet above sea level at 
and near Hot Springs, and between 500 and nOO feet above 
sea level at and near Butterfield, in Hot 8pring County. Not 
all the eastward tilting, however, took place during the Upper 
Cretaceous epoch, but much of it probably took place later, 
during the Tertiary period. 

'fhe igneous rocks of the quadrangle, as well as those in 
other parts of Arkansas, were all presumably produced from 
one magma and were probably intruded about the sume time. 

The down warping of the Mississippi embayment during 
Upper Cretaceous time and later during Tertiary time was 
accompanied, as already explained, by an eastward tilting of 
much of the soutllward-sloping Ouachita region, so that the 
region then sloped to the southeast and much of the southward 
drainage was therefore diverted in that direction. The south
eastward courses of Saline, Ouachita, Caddo, and Little Mis
souri rivers may thus be explained. The similar course of 
Arkansas River may also be explained in this way, though 
Branner believed that the Arkansas Valley was drained west
ward during Permian, Triassic, and Jurassic time. If so 
there has been a reyersal of this drainage. 

CENOZOIC ERA. 

Erosion was accelerated by an uplift at the end of Upper 
Cretaceous time, and the surface was lowered more rapidly 
along the belts of soft rocks, so that the edges of the hard 
rocks stood up as ridges. In the larger belts of soft rocks a 
peneplain, known as the Hot Springs peneplain, was produced. 
The elevation of this peneplain is marked by much of the 
upland surface of the Athens Plateau south of the Ouachita 
Monntains and by the floors of the several intermontane basins 
in the mountains. The relations of this peneplain to the 
Tertiary deposits in Arkansas have not been fully worked out, 
but at the few places where the authors have studied the rela
tions the plain appears to PMS beneath the Eocene strata of 
the Coastal Plain, and the peneplain therefore appears to be 
of early Tertiary age-. 

During the formation of this peneplain the edges of the 
steeply dipping Arkansas novaculite and the Hot Springs 
sandstone resisted erosion and stood up as ridges, producing the 
Zigzag and other mountains while the Mazarn and Saline 
basins were being lowered. These ridges were cut through 
here and there by streams that produced water gaps. In the 
Hot Springs district this peneplain stood at the same elevation 
as the present dissected plateau surface of the Mazarn Basin, 
most of 'which lies between 500 and 600 feet above sea level. 
Ouachita Riverl1nd its tributaries in the basin were graded, and 
they huilt up flood plains over which they meandered regard
less of the structure of the hard sandstone of the Stanley shale 
that underlies the basin. Owing to the differences in the hard
ness of the rocks the part of the Saline Basin that is included 
in this district was apparently not reduced to a peneplain at 
this time, though much of it farther east was so reduced. 

In the Eocene epoch of the Tertiary period the Mississippi 
embayment again subsided, and this subsidence resulted in the 
northward extension of the Gulf of Mexico. The sea reached 
a point within 2 miles of the southeast corner of the Hot 
Springs district, as shown by the presence there of marine 
deposits of Tertiary age. In fact, the waters of the Gulf may 
have extended into the narrow valleys of the Trap and Zigzag 
mountains and covered parts of the Athens Plateau and the 
Mazarn and Saline basins. Some of the thin deposits of sand 
and 'waterworn gravels found here and there on the plateau 
surface of the Mazarn Basin and similar deposits on the 
higher elevations at the east end of the Athens Plateau south 



of the Hot Springs district may be outliers of Tertiary deposits, 
but the character of the mllterial indicates that at least most of 
it was deposited by streams. 

Later a succession of uplifts during periods that were sepa
rated by periods of stability and deprestlion elevated the region 
about 500 feet to its present altitude and forced the waters of 
the Gulf to the position they now occupy. By this elevation 
the streams were rejuvenated, and they soon carried away most 
of their former flood-plain deposits and dissected the Hot Springe 
peneplain so completely that little comparatively level upland 
is left on the prasant plateau surface. The larger streams, such 
as Ouachita River and its principal tributaries, have gradually 
incised their channels to a depth of 200 to 250 feet in the hard 
Paleozoic rocks. The crooked course of the Ouachita is prob
ably inherited from a similar course on the Hot Springs pene
plain. It bears no relation to the structure of the sandstones 
and shales in which the valley has been cut; but many of the 
smaller streams have partly or wholly eroded their valleys in 
the steeply dipping soft shales that occur between the ridges of 
hard sandstone. Many of the smaller streams are therefore 
straight, and some of them join the larger streams in such a 
way that their courses form right angles to the courses of the 
larger streams. A trellised arrangement of the streams has 
thus been produced in parts of the district. 

Since the 18Bt uplift the streams have not had time to cut 
their channels down to base-level. In the larger part of their 
courses they flow in channels cut in hard rocks, which pro
duce numerous rapids. Along Ouachita River, Saline River, 
and some of the creeks there are deposits of alluvium in a few 
stretches where the currents are comparatively slow and the 
valleys are somewhat widened. 

ECONOMIC GEOLOGY. 

MINERAL RESOURCES. 

The most valuable mineral resources of the Hot Springs 
district are road material, oilstones, clays, and shalesj others 
of less value are building stone, slate, and silica. Small quan~ 
tities of iron and manganese oxides, iron pyrites, gold, and 
silver are also found in the district. Oil and gas have been 
unsuccessfully sought at several places. 

OILSTONEiI. 

Rock suitable for making oilstones or whetstones is obtained 
from the Arkall8fl8 novaculite at several quarries, most of which 
are on the ridges northeast of Hot Springs. In fact, the 
quarrying of oilstones in Arkansas, whi('h has for many years 
led in the production of these abrasives in the United States, 
is confined to the vicinity of this city. The annual production 
has not exceeded a few hundred tons, but the annual value of 
the oilstones marketed has for some years exceeded $100,000. 
These stones are the only ones produced in the United States 
that are suitable for sharpening fine-pointed and fine-edged 
instruments and tools, and they are not only extensively used 
in the United States but are exported to other countries. 

Novaculite suitable for two kinds of oilstones, the "Arkan
sas" and the "Ouachita," is ob~ained from the basal massive 
part of the formation. In commerce the term If Ouachita" is 
almost always spelled "Washita." Hard and soft stones of 
each kind, each adapted to sharpening particular tools, are 
marketed. The uppermost bed of the formation in the Trap 
Mountains and farther west generally yields only the 
"Ouachita stone." 

"Arkarnras stone."-The uArkansas stone" is typical novac
ulite. It is a homogeneous, gritty stone, fine grained and 
siliceous. It is translucent on thin edges, has an uneven to 
conchoidal fracture, and a waxy luster like that of chalcedony. 
It is generally white with a bluish tint, but in places it is 
tinted red, gray, black, brown, and yellow, its color depending 
on the amount of iron and manganese oxides it contains and 
possibly in some places on its content of carbonaceous matter. 
It consists of microscopic grains of quartz in which are embed~ 
ded a few comparatively large, rounded grains, and in places 
where the rock is not weathered it contains a small amount of 
calcite. The commercial stone, however, is obtained in parts 
of the formation from which the calcite has been leached. 
A study of thin sections of the rock shows that any calcite it 
contains occupies small rhombohedral and irregular cavities, 
mRny times larger than the small grains of quartz, and that 
the ('.alcite has here and there been replaced by quartz. This 
secondary quartz and the larger grains of quartz contribute 
somewhat to the abrasive power of the stone, but the sharp 
edges of the cavities that are bounded by straight walls, in 
which the fine grains are packed like a course of masonry, 
contribute more. Experiments on the absorption of water 
by the "Arkansas stone" indicate that it is very dense, the 
actual pore space being about 0.17 per cent of the total 
bulk. Though this percentage is very small, it seems to give 
the stone considerable advantage as an oilstone over denser 
stones. 

The strata from which the material for oilstones is quarried 
, are inclined at high angles, and the quarries are therefore nar--
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row, slanting open cuts, which conform in direction to the 
bedding. The preasure that tilted the strata has in many 
places crushed the novaculite into small fragments, and in 
others the cleavage or joint planes produce what the quarry
men call "splitting seams." Two or three sets of these planes 
may be found almost anywhere, and as many as six have been 
observed in a single quarry. Local hard or comparatively 
tough spots, cracks, small cavities known as "sand holes," and 
great numbers of fine qua~tz veins, some of them so thin that 
they can not be distinguished with the naked eye, are sources 
of trouble to the quarrymen. As the veins do not invariably 
appear at the surface they may not be found until the Etone 
has been sawed and thus cause considerable loss, so that the 
manufacturers prefer medium-sized rather than large blocks. 
The hard" Arkansas stone" is shipped in blocks weighing 
more than 5 pounds, and the soft stone in blocks weighing 
more than 15 pounds. The blocks are trimmed at the quarries 
and sent to factories in different parts of the country, where 
they are sawed into the forms required and are then polished. 
The oilstones thus manufactured are used in many ways but 
are best adapted to finishing the sharpening of tools that have 
had a preliminary sharpening with a coarser abrasive. 

"Ouachita (Washita) stone."-The "Ouachita stone" 
resembles the "Arkansas stone" in all its chemical and physi
cal properties except that it is more porous. As a result of 
its porosity it has a subconchoidal fracture and the "dead" 
appearance of unglazed chinaware, not the waxy luster of 
typical novaculite. The many rhombohedral cavities in the 
dense groundmass give to the stone its remarkable abrasive 
properties, and these cavities, which constitute about 5 per cent 
of the total bulk in the densest "Ouachita" stones, are larger 
and much more numerous than those in the "Arkansas" 
stones. The silica around tlle cavities is more compact than 
that farther away from them, 90 that the sides of the cavities 
present fine cutting edges to tools. 

This" Ouachita stone" resembles the "Arkansas stone" in 
its mode of occurrence. In fil.ct, there is nothing in the struc
ture of the two varieties to render impossible a gradation from 
the one into the other in the same bed, though such a trausi .. 
tion is rarely observed. The" Ouachita stone" is liable to all 
the possible defects of the" Arkansas stone" and to others 
peculiar to itself. Though it is much freer from joints and 
quartz veins than the" Arkansas stone," it contains more and 
larger "sand holes." The hard spots in it do not have a 
flinty appearance, but some of them seem to be simply made 
up of dense material, and these parts of the stone are likely to 
become glazed by use. These spots may be places where a 
mineral cement binds the grains of silica together more firmly 
or they may be places where there are fewer cavities in the 
stone. This variety of stone is not injured by freezing, for it is 
sufficiently porous to permit some expansion, but it is injured 
by long drying, w hieh causes the stone to lose its easy fracture 
and to become tougher and harder. A defect in the stone 
from some quarries is due to the uneven distribution of the 
rhombohedral cavities. This change occurs in the stratifi.ca~ 

tioD planes and shows clearly that the amount of calcium car-
bonate deposited in the original rock differed at different times. 
The rock:. is therefore composed of bands of different densities, 
which may appear in the finished product as areas of unequal 
hardnE'89. 

The "Ouachita stone" has been found in much larger 
quantity than the "Arkansas stone," a fortunate circumstance, 
because the demand for the "Ouachita" is much greater than 
that for the "Arkansas." Blocks weighing 40 to 50 pounds 
are about as small as manufacturers care to buy, for small 
blocks produce more waste. From this minimum the blocks 
range in weight up to a maximum of 1,500 pounds or even 
more. The "Ouachita stone" is used chiefly for making 
whetstones for the larger or coarser tools. 

'OTHER MINERAL RESOUJ¥JES. 

Road material.-The Hot Springs district is abundantly 
supplied with road material. The Bigfork chert and the 
Arkansas novaculite afford. inexhaustible supplies for both 
foundation and surface stone. The Bigfork chert is specially 
adapted to use in making roads, for it is minutely shattered or 
fractured, is easily accessible, and can be loosened from the 
hillsides by blasting and then dug out with picks and put on 
roads with little or no crushing. It occurs also in large quan~ 
tities as finely broken talus at the bases of the knobs. It is 
comparatively brittle, and it becomes pulverized and compacted 
into a smooth, firm but not hard road. Though it contains 
no calcareous material to hind it together, it includes more or 
less clayey material that serves as a fairly good bond. The 
chert forms a natural macadam along many of the roads 
within the area. where it outcrops, and it is used to some extent. 
on the streets in Hot Springe and on the roads that radiate 
from that city. 

The novaculite is not so much fractured as the Bigfork chert 
and would therefore be more expensive to prepare, but on a 
few talus slopes considerable quantities of laloge and small sized 
material have collected. 

Olay.-The clay in the Hot Springe district is of three 
types-recent stream deposits, clay residual from igneous rocks, 
and clay residual from Paleozoic shales. 

The first type is represented by a few small beds of clay, 
which in places has been used for making a poor grade of 
common red brick. 

The second type is represented by deposits of reddish clay 
produced by the alteration of some of the numerous igneous 
dikes in the district. Many of the dikes that have been so 
altered consisted originally of fourchite and ouachitite. At 
Klondike, Saline County, Ark., these two types of rock have 
been decomposed to clay to a depth of 200 feet below the 
surface. This clay is being mined for fuller's earth at that 
place, but such beds of clay probably do not extend to a 
sufficient depth in the Hot Springs district to be mined for 
this purpose. 

The third type is represented by beds of light-yellow or 
light-red clay, formed through the disintegration of Paleozoic 
shales. The blacl< shales in the Blakely sandstone and the 
Womble and Mazarn shales have been altered to plastic light
colored clays, which are exposed in a few pits and cuts on 
Cedar Mountain. The largest cut on this mountain, known as 
the Worthington clay mine, shows in its face about 50 feet of 
white clay, with which is interbedded some light-yellowish 
clays and a few layers of gray sand. The beds, as shown by 
their exposure in this mine, have been folded into a closely 
compressed syncline. The clay that was formerly mined at 
this locality was hauled in wagons to Hot Springs, where it 
was made into art pottery. 

The Missouri Mountain shale on the south slope of Sugar
loaf Mountain has disintegrated into a light-colored plastic 
clay, such as that which is exposed on the road leading from 
Hot Springs to the city water-pumping station. 

The shale in the Arkansas novaculite has in places disinte
grated to a plastic light-colored clay. An exposure on the 
southeast side of Hot Springs Mountain near the road that 
crosses its crest shows 6 to 10 feet of light-gray clay containing 
a few thin reddish bands. Across the divide between Hot 
Springs Mountain and North Mountain, near the northeast 
corner of the national park, a similar bed of clay, 8 feet thick, 
is exposed. 

The Stanley shale at dill'erent places on the south slope of 
West Mountain and at the north bRBe of Sugarloaf Mountain 
has weathered to • plastic gray clay. 

The clay from the Worthington clay mine burns to a light 
buff or cream color and gives a dense body at a medium 
burning temperature. As already stated, it has been used at 
Hot Springs for the manufacture of art pottery. The other 
clays mentioned above would probably burn the same as this 
one, and all may be used for pressed brick, flooring tile, and 
second-grade fire brick or as a body for art pottery. 

8hale.-Shale suitable for making brick i, abundant in all 
parts of the Hot Springs district, but the only shale so utilized 

. is that at Hot Springe. The ,lightly altered Stanley shale 
found south of the city is mixed with u small quantity of sur
face clay and made into common bricks by the stiff~mud pro
cess. The bricks are bright red and of excellent quality. 
With the proper machinery a face brick with a pleasing red 
color could be manufactured. 

Building stone.-Stone for rough masonry occurs in large 
quantities in the quadrangle. The Hot Sp11ngs sandstone and 
the limestone in the Womble shale have been used to some 
extent for constructing retaining walls and foundations and for 
other purposes where rough stone is required. A gray stone 
that has been used for curbing, paving, and foundations has 
been obtained from an igneous dike (No. 10 on the map) 
about 2 miles oost of Hot Springs. This rock is known to 
geologists as tinguaite. . 

Small quantities of rock:. from a few other dikes have been 
used for various purposes, notably a tough, dark rock known 
as ouachitite, which has been quarried near the east end of 
Trap Mountain from a dike (No. 131) 4 feet in width. This 
rock has been used in that vicinity for lining boiler furnaces, 
because it is so tough that it does not break when it is heated 
to the high temperature reached in such furnaces. Rock from 
the other ouachitite dikes in the district would also be refrac
tory and could be used similarly. The Blaylock sandstone is 
suitable for use as building stone and occurs in beds of uniform 
thickness, but it is at present inaccessible for such use. Stone 
suitable for. superstructural work has not been quarried in this 
district, but it could be obtained at some places in the igneous 
area at\Potash Sulphur Springe and from some of the dikes in 
other parts of the di,trict, though the rock, at such places are 
too deeply weathered at the surface to afford sound stone, and 
the expense of excavating down to more solid rock would be 
considerable. 

Boulders from the streams and from the mountain slopes are 
used in rubblework. The sandstones, cherts, and variegated 
novaculite in such masonry present an attractive appearance 
when the boulders are artistically arranged. Crushed material 
from both the novaculite and the Bigfork chert could be used 
in pebble-dash work with pleasing results. 



8lat,e.-A slate deposit has been prospected in the Polk 
Creek shale on the north slope of Glazypeau Mountain. As 
exposed in the quarries the slate is black, has a good ring, 
contains small crystals of iron pyrites, and splits into thin 
sheets that have smooth cleavage surfaces. Large blocks can 
be quarried, as the joints are few. Several thousand roofing 
slates have been made at one prospect near the center of the 
NE. t NW. t sec. 11, T. 2 S., R. 20 W., but none have been 
sold. 

Several prospects have been opened in the red slate at the 
top of the Arkansas novaculite near Hawes. The joints are 4 
inches to 6 feet apart, and blocks of large size CRn be taken 
out. This slate has a good ring, splits well, and can be sawed 
into thick blocks that may be suitable for milling stock. It 
can not be used for roofing slate, however, for it is not hard 
enough. 

One small opening, near the center of sec. 11, T. 2 S., R. 
20 W., exposes a gray slate neal' the base of the Stanley shale, 
which is here overturned to the south. This slate splits well 
and has a very good ring. 

Silica.-The basal part of the Arkansas novaculite is com
posed almost wholly of silica, which is sufficiently white and 
free from impurities to be qualTied and pulverized for use in 
the manufacture of pottery. Some of the waste novaculite at 
the oilstone factories has been pulverized for use as polishing 
powder. The novaculite is too hard to be used in making 
plate or ordinary glass, because the work: of crushing it would 
be very expensive. On the other hand, the purest grades 
might be suitahle for making optical glass. On the east side 
of Central Avenue, in Hot Springs, a 50-foot bed of novaculite 
in the middle part of the formation has weathered to a soft, 
porous, fine-grained white to cream-colored tripoli. The 
material at the surface is soft enough to be crushed to a fine 
powder, but that a few feet from the surface may be much 
harder. 

Quartz sand for structural use may be obtained in small 
quantities at places along the streams, where it has collected 
while the water was at high stages. 

Iron and mangane8e.-Oxides of iron and manganese, either 
of one metal singly or of both metals intimately mixed, are 
found at a few places in the Arkansas novaculite as bunchy 
masses and as short veins from a fraction of an inch to a foot 
in width. The deposita occur in hedding planes or joints, as 
local segregations, or as cementing material in novaculite 
breccia. Nowhere in the area, however, have these oxides been 
found in sufficient quantity to be mined. 

Pyrite.-Iron pyrites is distributed in fine grains through all 
the rocks in this region, but only at a place on the south slope 
of West Mountain, 2 miles west of Hot Springs, is it suffi
ciently abundant to be of possible use for the manufacture of 
sulphuric acid. The Hot Springs sandstone, which here dips 
45° SW., is traversed by a zone, about 30· feet wide, of thickly 
set pyrite veins. These veins have a maximum width of 4 
inches. Two prospecting shafts have been sunk here, and a 
good deal of drifting has been done. 

Gold and 8ilver.-Gold and silver in very small quantities 
are associated with the mass of nephelite syenite on the hill at 
the mouth of Gulpha Creek. A few shafts that have been 
sunk in this rock and in the associated much altered shales, 
have exposed a small quantity of vein minerals-chalcedony, a 
little purple fluorite, pyrite, and, exceptionally, barite. An 
assay of a specimen of vein material collected by Mr. Miser 
showed $2.10 in silver and 70 cents in gold to the ton. Rusty 
vein quartz asaaying as much as $1.65 a ton in gold has been 
found at a few other places. 

In none of these prospects has anything of economic impor
tance been discovered, and although some gold are ·may possibly 
be found in this region there is little chance. that any deposits 
large enough to lead to extensive mining will be discovered. 

Oil and gas.-Drilling for oil or gas 'in the Hot Springs 
district has been unsuccesafully carried on from time to time. 
There is no possibility that either will be found in commercial 
quantities in this district or in other parts of the Ouachita 
Mountain region in Arkansas, where the rocks have been so 
closely folded that they nearly everywhere stand at angles 
of 40° or more from the horizontal. The gas and much 
of the oil of these rocks, if any were ever present, would have 
escaped to the surface, and the remainder of the oil would 
have been dist.illed to asphalt or some other solid product of 
petroleum. 

WATER RESOURCES. 

GENERAL FEATURES. 

The Hot Springs distIict is well watered, the average annual 
precipitation at Hot Springs being about 55 inches. 

The Bigfork chert, the Arkansas novaculite, and the Hot 
Springs sandstone are the principal water-bearing formations 
in the area, although the other rocks. including even the 
shales, yield some water. The uniformly shattered condition 
of the Bigfork chert, its considerable thickness, and the com .. 
paratively large area of its outcrop render it the most valuable 
water-bearing formation. Numerous springs, for which this 

Dot Sp., ...... 
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formation is the source, How from it or find outlet to the sur
face through other formations. In fact, most of the fine 
springs .in the Ouachita Mountains between Hot Springs and 
the westell'll border of the State come from the Bigfork chert. 
In the Trap Mountains many springs issue from the middle 
and upper parts of the Arkansas novaculite. 

Wells that will furnish a supply of water sufficient for house
hold use and generally also for stock may be obtained at 
almost any place in the Mazarn and Saline basins and in the 
narrow vallE\Ys between the higher mountain ridges by digging 
or drilling to depths not exceeding 50 feet. 

COLD SPRINGS. 

Cold springs, some of which yield waters of low mineral 
content, are common throughout the district but are largest 
and most numerous in the Trap and Zigzag mountains. 
About some of these springs resorts have been built for the 
use of their waters, and large quantities of water from some of 
them are marketed in Hot Springs and shipped to other cities. 

The analyses of seven cold springs, which are described by 
Branner in his report on the mineral waters of Arkansas, are 
as followR: 

Analyses of cold springs m the Hot Springs district, Ark." 

[plirtll pe:r JnIUionexcaptaaotherw:lHdealgnated.] 

~~~-I-- ~--~----~---

Silica (SiO s) _____ 8.8 14 6.' 10 " Iron (Fe) ________ ,.. 1.2 .17 8.8 .17 

Aluminum (AI) __ -------- Trace. .07 .51 1.2 
Calcium (Oa) ____ 70 78 '.8 1.' 78 

Magnesium(Ugl_ 4.1 .. , .7 1.' 12 

Sodium (Na) ____ 1.4 ... 1.5 2.4 8.' 
Potassium (Kl ___ 8.1 .. . 8 .' . . 
Carbonate radio 

cle(OO.) ______ 128 110 b9.1 H b140 

S(Wgj~~=~~!~~~_ '.' 12 1.9 " .. 
OhloTide radicle 

(Cl) ............ ... 6.' '.7 H U 
Total solidB- ____ 207 ... " SO ..... 
Temperature, 0 F. " .. .. 
F .... carbonic ." add (00.) _____ -------- 78 e110 

.. Arkansas Geol. Survey Ann. Rapt. for 1891, vol. 1. 1892. 
b Calculated. 
"By difference. 
dBy summation. 
"Including 00. In bicarbonates. 
1. Big Cbalybeate Spring. A. E. Menke, analyst. 

.. .. 
'.8 -------

Trace. 1.1 

8.' 8.' 
Trace. .. 
." ."" 

6.8 .. 
109 °146 

888 .08 

" 40 

B88 ... 
'" 
44 

2. Dripping Springs. Li and PO" 0.00. Sample collected Nov. 8, 1889. 
B. N. Brackett, a.nalyst. 

S. Ha.ppy Hollow Spring. PO~ and Mn, traces; Li. Br, I. and Ti. 0.00. 
R. N. Brackett, analyst. 

4. Happy Hollow ClIalybeate Spring. LI, trace; Ti, Mn. Ea.. Sr, Br. I, 
and PO,. 0.00. R. N. Brll.Ckett, analyst. 

Ii. Mountain Valley Spring. Ba., Sr. Br, I, Mn, TJ, LI. and PO" 0.00. 
R. N. Brackett, analpt. 

6. Potash Sulphur Springs (West Spring). Mn and H.S. traces. Sample 
collected October. 1887. C. B. Gannawa.y. analyst. 

7. Potaeh Sulphur Springs (East Spring). HIS, 0.00. F. W .. Clarke. 
analyst. 

HOT SPRINGS. 

The hot springs in the district are at and near the southwest 
base of Hot Springs Mountain. The city of Hot Springs, 
which has been built about them, has become one of the promi
nent health and pleasure resorts of the United States. 

Much of the followicg discussion relating to these springs 
. has been taken from a report by Haywood and Weed. 

The hot springs have been known since the lower Missis
sippi VaUey was first settled. Although it is only a legend 

\ that they were visited by De Soto on his trip to the Missis
sippi, there is no doubt that they were used by the Indians 
before America was discovered, as abundant evidence was 
found in early days that they had qualTied the novaculite 
near the. h<?t springs for their arrowheads and other stone 
implemr-nts and had used the spring waters for bathing. 
William Dunbar and Dr. Hunter, of the Lewis and Clark 
exploring expedition, visited the place in 1804 and found that 
white visitors had already used the waters for bathing. The 
lands on which the springs issue were ceded in 1818 to the 
Government by the Quapaw Indians and afterward became a 
part of the Territory of Arkansas. The ground about the 
springs was located by several claimants before the organi,~a
tion of the TelTitory, but by Act of Congress the springs and 
the ground about them were reserved in 1832 for the United 
States Government, thus making the first national park reser
vation in the country. Owing to the claims made by different 
people to private ownership of the springs, they remained in 
the possession of these claimants until 1877, when the United 
States Supreme Court decided in favor of the Government. 
Under acts of Congress of March 3, 1877, June 16, 1880, 
and March 4, 1921, the mountains adjacent to the springs 
are permanently reserved for parks. These parks and the hot 
water, much of which is piped to the bathhouses, are under 
the control of the Superintendent of the Hot Springs National 
Park, appointe4 by the Secretary of the Interior. 

Originally there were 71 of these springs, it is said, but on 
account of improvements, which necessitated the merging of 

two or more springs into one, and alBo on account of natural 
changes in the underground course of the water, this number 
has been reduced to 49. Of these 49 springs 44 are either in 
use or can be easily used by making some slight improvements. 
Five springs rise from the bed of Hot Springs Creek, which is 
now arched over and runs beneath the sidewalks and streets. 
The area in which they occur is a few hundred feet wide and a 
quarter of a mile long. At present all the springs are covered 
with masonry or concealed beneath tun and shrubbery. Some 
of the bathhouses are built directly over large springs. A 
deposit of gray calcareous tufa, in places 6 to 8 feet thick, has 
been formed by the hot springs over an area of 20 acres, 
though now it is largely covered by soil and vegetation. 

The daily How of the hot springs, according to Haywood, 
aggregates 826,000 gaUons, and that of Big Iron Spring, which 
is the largest, is 201,600 gallons. Their temperature as deter
mined by him ranges from 95.4' to 147' F. Theh tlest is Big 
Iron Spring. Almost half the water has a tempera ure of 140° 
or more, and less than 20 per cent is below 130°. 

The following discussion of the source of the hot-spring 
waters and their heat is largely abstracted from a article by 
the senior author published in 1910. 

As Weed has pointed out, "these waters rise thro gh siliceous 
rock, and the fact that the hot waters contain so little ineraJ mat
ter, pa.rticularly silica, is evidence of their meteori origin and 
accords with the nature of the gases given off by the sp -ngs." The 
gases, as shown in the table of 8IUllyses, consist of car n dioxide, 
oxygen, and nitrogen. The ratio of oxygen and nit corresponds 
rather closely to that of atmospheric air, and, in view a the rela.tive 
absorption of the two ga.ses by water, Weed states that ere can. be 
no donbt that the oxygen and nitrogen given off by th water come 
from absorbed air. 

The springs issue from the baBe of the Stanley shale d the top of 
tlle Hot Springs sandstone on the southwest end of the s ply pitch
ing anticline that forms Hot Springs Mountain. The 19fork chert 
is the underground reservoir for the hot waters, and t eir point of 
issue was determined by the altitude of the locality, b the south
westwaro pitch of the anticline in Hot Springs Mountai , and by the 
fractnring and possibly slight :f&ulting in the process of 1: lding. The 
collecting area mnst be near the springs, and a study the topog-
raphy, stratigraphy, and structure looateB it with onably cer-
tainty in the anticlinal valley that extends northeas ard between 
Sugarloaf and North mountains. The rocks tha.t erop out in this 
valley are the Bigfork chert and the Polk Creek shale, but the Big
fork chert occupies most of the area. 

The considera.ble thickness of the Bigfork chert, its m ch fractured 
condition, and the thin layers of which it is compose make it & 

water-bearing formation of great value to this region At many 
places this formation outcrops in anticlinal valleys, whe it9 beds are 
inclined at high angles which afford conditions favor ble for the 
intake of water. A glance at the sections on the stru ture-section 
map will show that these conditions exist in the v ey between 
North and Sugarloaf monntains. In addition to the fav rable struc
ture for the reception of water, the beds that overlie th formation
the Polk Creek and MiBBouri Mountain shales-enabl it to retain 
the water which it receives. The water is thus collect in the basin 
between the ridges just mentioned and is conducted through the 
Bigfork chert beneath the syncline in North Mountain, m which it 
rises in the anticline in Hot Springs Mountain and e erges as hot 
springs at its southwest end. The level of the springs s lower than 
that of the general surface in the collecting arm. 

AB Branner suggests, the heat of the hot springe w tel'S is prob
ably derived from masses of hot rocks, the cooled ed es of which 
mayor may not be exposed at the surface. The fact t at with one 
exception these are the only hot springs in the Ouachita rea, though 
scores of cold springs issue from the same formation a.nd under 
practically the same geologic relations, gives this view reat weight. 

Kirk Bryan, who examined the hot springs i 1921, has 
discussed various theories of origin of the water. e has pre
sented at length tp.e hypothesis that the hot wl;lte are given 
off by cooling hot rocks that are probably at a onsiderable 
depth below the surface. He has suggested that th hot, waters 
rise along concealed fault fractures of probable PIe tocene' age 
and on appoaching the surface follow the probable rust fault 
whose location is shown on the areal-geology map. 

The quantity of mineral matter is nearly the sa e in practi
cally all the springs, ranging generally from 270 290 parts 
per million. Boltwood, who examined samples a water col
lected from 44 hot springa and 2 near-by cold sp' gs, found 
that the waters from all of them are radioactive, ut he does 
not give the ~ames of the springs in his report. 

Samples from nine of the springs examined h d a radio
activity of 1 to 8.8 millimicrocuriea per liter. (A millimicro
curie is the radioactivity produced by a millionth of a milli
gram of radium.) The radioactivity of water fro 31 springs 
was from 0.1 to 1 millimicrocurie. In comparison ·th results 
obtained in tests of well and spring waters in any other 
places, the radioactivity of these waters is not rema kable. 

The table of analyses on page 12 shows that th chief inor
ganic constituents of the hot. waters are silica, c lcium, and 
bicarbonate, with distinctly minimum amounts of , agnesium, 
sodium, potassium, sulphate, and chloride and meljely negligi
ble amounts of other constituents. The waters mar be classed 
as calcium carbonate waters of moderate mine~al content. 
Moreover, except in the very notable features of hflllt and the 
amount of gases, these waters are similar to those of many 
ordinary cold springs in the Ouachita Mountains. 



AVerage chemical composition of the inorganic material in solution in the 
waters of the lIot Springs Of Arkansas, computed/roln analyses by J. K .. 
Haywood. 

[Averngeot 42sprmga..except as noted. Besides the Rl.bst&nces listed In the tflble traces of 
bflrlulllllndatrontlum l fererietel'mluedlnBlglp<)nSprlng,j 

Silica (SiO.) _____________________ " ________________ _ 

Iron (Fe) _____ _ 

Aluminum (AI) __ 

Calcium (Ca)_ 
Magnesium (Mg) ____ _ 

Mangauese (Mn) _ 

Sodium (Na)_ 

Potassium (K) __ 

Lithium (Li)_ 
Ammonium radicle (~H4) _______ _ 

Carbonate radicle (CO~) ____ _ 

Bicarbonate radicle (HCO.)_ 
Sulphate radicle (S04) ___ _ 
Chloride radicle (CI) ________________ ._ 

47 

. 20 

46 

.1 

4.8 

1.7 
Trace. 

".05 
.0 

164 

8.4 

2.6 

16.7 

.1 

16.8 

.1 

1.7 

.6 

.0 

.0 

.0 
58.7 

3.0 

.9 

Nitrate radicle (NO.)___ "4 I .1 

:~~!!::~:~c~~i~eO(~O-4)~- -~------------------ .-__ -_:_-_·1 TT:;~.·'Oo··OI '.' 0: 
Metaboric acid (BO I ) ____ ."''' 

Arsenic (As) ----.--. ______ 1 T".",. .0 
Bromine (Br) _______ • " 

Iodine (1) _____ " ______ Trace. .0 
-------

. ___ .~ _____ 1_2_7~. __ ~ 
"Average of 41 ~prings. 

Average quantity of gases in 43 spdn{js of the Hot Springs distriet, Ark. 

[CublccentimeteraperilteratO'C.and760mm pres"ure.) 

Nitrogen _ _ ______________ .______ 8.78 
Oxygen.____ ______ ____________________ 8.04 
Carbon diUAide (ft·ee) __ . ____ ________________________ 10.36 

Carbon dioxide (set free frOIll bicarbonates on evaporat· 
ing to dryness) ___ _____________ 29.66 

Hydrogen sulphide_._ _ ______ ____ ______ None. 

STREAMS. 

Ouachita River, though the largest stream in the district, 
may be easily forded at its low stage. A series of dams along 
it would collectiyely make available a large amount of water 
power. During long droughts this stream and its tributaries 
are entirely supplied by springs, but they are subject to sud
den floods after heavy rains and then become torrents. 

WATER SUPPLY FOR CITY 01<' HOT SPRINGS. 

The public water supply for Hot Springs is obtained from a 
EmaU stream a short distance north of the city. The water is 
pumped to a reservoir on the crest of the ridge that extends 
northeastward from Sugarloaf Mountain and flows from this 
reservoir by gravity to the city. A sufficient supply of sfltis
factory water is thus obtained, but water from wells and from 
the numerous hot and cold springs in and near the city is 
extensively used for drinking. 
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SOILS AND FORESTS. 

Except for small deposits of alluvium along the streams 
the soil of the Hot Springs district is residual, having been 
deri yed from the rocks exposed in the district. The soil is 
commonly shallow, poor, and stony, except in the more level 
areas alon~ the streams and in some of the level uplands, 
where it is rather fertile. The Blakely sandstone, the Polk 
Creek shale, the Blaylock sandstone, the Missouri Mountain 
shale, the Arkansas novaculite, and the Hot Springs sandstone 
are covered with a prevailingly rocky soil, whieh is derived 
either from the:ir own hard outcrops or from adjacent beds. 
The crests of the ridges and the slopes where these formations 
make up the surface rock are in general suitable for little else 
then the dense forest growth with which they are ordinarily 
covered. Parts of the outcrops of the Stanley shale, the BigR 
fork chert, and the Mazarn and Wombltj3 shales are likewise 
very poor, but other parts are suitable for general farming. 
The igneous rocks at Potash Sulphur Springs on weathering 
yield a deep, rich, red clay soil that gives large crops and is 
well adapted to fruit culture. This soil, however, covers only 
a small part of the Hot Springs district. It is represented on 
the geologic map by the pattern that indicates the areas of 
nephelite syenite. 

The district was formerly covered with a dense growth of 
timber consisting of oak and other hardwoods and yellow pine, 
but much of the commercial timber has been removed. The 
larger part of the district, however, is still covered with forest, 
though most of it consists of second growth and scrub timber. 
Lumbering has been and still is an important industry. A 
little of the timber is burnt into charcoal, which is hauled to 
Hot Springs to supply a demand for this fuel. 
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Various classifications of formations of Paleozoic age exposed in the Ouachita Mountain region of Arkansas and Oklahoma. 
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Stanley shale. 

Hot Springs Bllndstone 

---- ---------- ------~----~ 

GENERALIZED SECTION OF THE SEDIMENTARY ROCKS EXPOSED IN THE HOT SPRINGS DISTRICT ARKANSAS. 

I 

I H~t~g;11'-'~t't"~hi~~kd ~j,i~k f':;~~81e and fine_grained compact greenish-gray or bluish-gray "and ~~:,vk~~~l~ :~~~1~8f~~~~~~; l~":l,':r~o~~ll~~:n~a!clf.~~thers for grn,f.illil'. 

Thln·h~dded gray to black chert; !fllluh sloat,ten"\ and inkrbed(I~<l with !ayers ot black shale. which 
arecommoulythin 

Clay "h"le in altel'nating black and green l"yeL'~ and thin len.es of bluish_black limestone 

Bbc]< and I!"ree" banded clay "hale, containing thiulayer" of g,'ay "aIllI"tone and lense>; of bluish·blauk 
limestone 

GenerallY hi~h rid!,:€-" with steep slopes; rock ledges ab~u'H1 
scanty soil, suitable for grr,.lng 

Hllly nacl'(Iw valleys and steep slope" 
Rocky thin soit sultable for gl'azlllg 

Low hills. 
Rocky "oil, cultivated in places hut mostl}" ""liable for grazing. 

Sharp rld~es; rock led~es abundant. 
SC8Jlty stony Boll, suitable fOl' grazing 



\ ROCK lYPES OF DIKES 
AND SILLS. 

1. Ouachiti!e (?). 
2.0uachi!ite. 
3. Fourchi!e(?). 
4.0uachi!i!e. 
5.0uachiti!e. 
6.0uachitite 
7. Fourchite. 
8. linguaite. 
9. Ouachitite (7). 

10. linguaite. 
11. Fourchite. 
12.0uachitite. 
13. Quachi!ite. 
14. Quachitite(?). 
15. Quachitite. 
16. Quachitite. 
17. Quachitite. 
18. Quachitite. 
19 linguaite. 
20. Quachitite (7). 
21. Ouachitite. 
22. Fourchite(?). 
23.0uachitite(?). 
24. Fourchite. 
25.0uachitite. 
26. linguaite. 
27.0uachitite. 
28. 
29. 
30. 
31. 
32. linguaite. 
33. 
34. 
35. Fourchite. 
36. 
37. 
38. Nephelite syenite. 
39. Nephelite syenite. 
40. Fourchite containing 

Inclusions of ouachi!i!e. 
41. Ouachitite(?). 

44. 
45. 
46. 
47. 
48. 
49. Tinguaik 
50. linguaite. 
51. 
52. 

syenite (?). 
58. 
59. 
60. Quachitite. 
61.0uachitite 
62 Ouachltite(?). 
63. 
64. (?). 
65. Fourchite. 
66. Fourchite. 
67. linguaite. 
68.0uachiti!e. 
69. Fourchite (?). 
70.0uachitite. 
71. Fourchite. 
72. Fourchite. 
73. 

75. Quachitite 
76. linguaite. 
77. Nephelite syenite. 
78. Nephelite syenite. 
79. linguaite. 
80.0uachitite. 
81. 
82. 
83. 
84. 
85. lingual!e. 
86. Quachitite. 
87. Tinguaite. 
88. Fourchite. 
89. Fourchite. 
90. Fourchite. 
91. Ouachitite. 
92. Nephelite syenite. 
93. 
94. 
95. Fourchite. 
96. Fourchite. 
97. Fourchite. 
98. Fourchite. 

104. Fourchite. 
105. Fourchite. 
106. linguaite. 
107. Nephelite syenite. 
108.0uachitite. 
109. linguaite. 
110. linguaite. 
111. linguaite. 
112. lingualte (?). 
113. Nephelite syenite 
114. Fourchite. 
liS. 
116 N.ph.II""y."" •. 

119. 
120. Quachi!i!e. 
121. Ouachitite. 
122. Nephelite syenite. 
123, Fourchite. 
124. Nepheli!e syenite. 
125. Nephelite syenite. 
126. (?). 
127. 
128. Fourchite. 
129. Nephelite syenite. 
130. Nephelite syenite. 
131. Ouachi!ite. 
132. Ouachitite (?). 
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PL ... TE I. - VIEW LOOKING EAST FROM HOT SPRINGS MOUNTAIN. 

ARKANSAS 
HOT SPR I NOS D ISTRICT 

Ind ian Mountain in the near d istance. The level-crested ridg-es in the fa r distance terminate westward in the Ma~arn Basin at the ri2:h t. 

PLATE III.- SPECIMEN OF MASSIVE ARKANSAS NOVACULITE ILLUSTRATING ITS 
PERFECT CONCHOIDAL FRACTURE AND FINE-GRAINEO EVEN TEXTURE. 

Natural size. 

PLATE V. - FOLDED BEDS IN T HE MIDD LE DIVISION OF THE ARKANSAS NOVACULITE AT THE · 
CI TY WATER PUMPING STAT ION 1 MILE NORTH OF HOT SPRINGS. 

The hammer is Iyine: On a bed o f cone:lomerate. 

PLATE VII. - BEDDING SURFACE OF MASSIVE ARKANSAS NOVACULITE CUT BY NUMEROUS 
JOINTS, HOT SPRINGS. 

PLATE II._ CRUMPLING IN THE BIGFORK CHERT IN ROAO
MATERIAL QUARRY IN NORTHERN PART OF HOT 
SPRINGS. 

PLATE IV.-"RIBSONED" SHALE IN THE WOMBLE SHALE NEAR CEDAR GLADES, ARK., WEST 
OF THE HOT SPRINGS DISTRICT. 

The bedd ing is nearl y vertica l, and the ri bboned effect is p roduced bycleavag-e nearly at right ane:les to the 
be.dding. Simi lar shales occur in the Ma~arn. Blakely. and Womble fo rmations in the Hot Spr ings d istr ict. 

CRUMPLING IN THE MIDDLE DIVISION OF THE ARKANSAS NOVACULITE ON EAST 
SIDE OF CENTRAL AVENUE, HOT SPRINGS. 

PLATE VII I.-MASSIVE BEDS OF HOT SPRINGS SANDSTONE AT CITY WATER PUMPING 
STATION 1 MILE NORTH OF HOT SPRINGS. 
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No.* Name of folio, State. Price·t 
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Livingston. 
Ringgold. 

.5 Placerville. 
4 Kingston., 

• 5 Sacramento 
6 Chattanooga .. 
'I Pikes Peak. 
8 Sewanee. 
9 Anthracite-Crested Butte. 

10 
OIl 

12 

I' 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 

Harpers Ferry. 
Jackson. 
Estillville. 
Fredericksburg. 
Staunton. 
Lassen Peak ... 
Knoxville .. 
Marysville. 
Smartsville. 

19 Stevenson 
20 Cleveland. 
21 Pikeville 
22 
25 

McMinnville 
Nomini . 

24 Three Forks .. 
25 
26 

Loudon. 
Pocahontas. 

27 Morristown. 
26 
29 
'0 

Piedmont. 
Nevada City Special. 
Yellowstone National Park. 

"51 Pyramid Peak . 
52 Franklin 

" 54 
Briceville. 
Buckhannon . 

55 Gadsden. 

'5 Pueblo. 

Montana. 
Georgia-Tennessee 

• California 
Tennessee . 
California. 
Tennessee. 
Colorado. 
Tennessee 
Colorado. 
Va.-Md.-W. Va 
California. 
Ky.-Va.-Tenn . 
Virginia-Maryland. 
Virginia-West Virginia. 
California. 
Tennessee-North Carolina 
California. 
California. 
Ala.-Ga.-Tenn .. 
Tennessee. 
Tennessee .. 
Tennessee 
Maryland-Virginia .. 
Montana. 
Tennessee 
Virginia-West Virginia .. 
Tsnnessee 
West Virginia-Maryland. 
California. 
Wyomin2" . 
California. 
West Virginia-Virginia ... 
Tennessee. 
West Virginia . 
Alabama. 
Colorado. 

5'l Downieville.. California 

;~ ~:~~pecial:::::::: I ~~~::r~a: : .. 

40 Wartburg. Tennessee . 
41 Sonora. California .•. 
42 Nueces. Texa,s .. 
45 Bidwell Bar . California. 
44 Tazewell. Virginia-West Virginia 
45 Boise. Idaho .. 
46 Richmond. Kentucky. 
4'l London. Kentucky. 
48 
49 
50 

Tenmile District Special. Colorado . 

~~ 1 

" 64 
66 

Roseburg. 
Holyoke 
Big Trees. 
Absaroka. 
Standingstone . 
Tacoma. 
Fort Benton . 

56 Little Belt Mountains . , 
5'l Telluride. 

Oregon. 
Massachusetts-Connecticut. 
California. 
Wyoming . 
Tennessee 
Washineton. 
Montana .. 
Montana. 
Colorado. 

5B Elmoro. Colorado . 
59 Bristol Virginia.-Tennessee 
60 La Plata . Colorado . 
61 Monterey. Virginia-West Virginia .. 
62 Menominee Special Michigan . 
6"5 Mother Lode District California. 

:: ~i:~;:eS;ecial ... : : : I 0~:~s .. : . 
66 Colfax California. 

:~ ~:~:!I~~urg::::::::: I gl!~:;:d~n~iana. 
69 Huntington. 
'lOWashington . 
71 Spanish Peaks . 
'l2 Charleston. 
'l5 Coos Bay. 
74 Coal2"ate. 
'l5 Maynardville .• 
'l6 Austin 
'l'l Raleigh. 
'l8 Rome. 
'l9 Atoka. 
80 
81 

Norfolk. 
Chicago. 

82 Masontown-Uniontown. 
85 New York City. 
84 Ditney 
85 Oelrichs. 
86 Ellensburg. 
8'l Camp Clarke. 
88 Scotts Bluff 
89 
90 
91 

Port Orford 
Cranberry 
Hartvllie . 

92 Gaines. 

" 9. 

~~ I' 

" 98 
99 

Elkland-Tioga. 
BrownsvilleMConnellsvilie . 
Columbia. 
Olivet .. 
Parker 
Tishomingo. 
Mitchell .. 

100 Alexandria. 
1"01 San Luis. 
102 Indiana. 
10"5 Nampa. 
104 Silver City. 
105 Patoka. 
106 Mount Stuart 
10? Newcastle 
108 Edgemont 

* Order by number. 
t Payment must be made by money order or in cash. 

Gents. 
Out of stock. 

do. 
100' ' 

Out of stock. 
100 

Out of stock. 
do. 
do. 
do. 
do. 
100 

Out of stock. 
do. 
do. 
do. 
do. 
do. 
do. 
do. 
do. 
do. 
do. 
do. 
do. 
do. 
do. 
do. 
do. 
do. 
do. 
do. 
do. 
do. 
do. 
do. 
do. 
do. 
do. 
do. 
do. 
do. 
do. 
do. 
do. 
do. 
do. 
do. 
do. 
do. 
do. 
do. 
do. 
do. 
do. 
do. 
do. 
do. 
do. 
do. 
do. 
do. 
do. 
do. 
do. 
do. 
do. 
do. 

• The texts and economic-geology maps of the Placerville, Sacramento, and Jack
son folios, which are out of stock, have been reprinted and published as a single folio 
(Folio reprint Nos. 5, 5, and 11), the pric~ of which is $L 

No.'" Name of folio. 

109 Cottonwood Falls . 
110 Latrobe. 
111 Globe 
112 Bisbee (reprint) 
115 Huron .. 
114 De Smet . 
115 Kittannino:- . 
116 Asheville. 
117 Casselton-Farll"o. 
118 Greeneville. 
119 Fayetteville 
120 Silverton. 
1'1 
122 
125 

Waynesburg ... 
Tahlequah . 
Elders Ridge . 

124 Mount Mitchell . 
125 Rural Valley. 
126 Bradshaw Mountains . 
127 Sundance. 
128 Aladdin. 
129 
1'0 
1'1 
152 

156 

i;~ I 
159 ' 
1.0 I 
141 ' 

142
1' 145 

144 . 

Clifton 
Rico. 
Needle Mountains . 
Muscogee. 
Ebensburg .. 
Beaver. 
Nepesta. 
St. Marys. 
Dover. 
Redding. 
Snoqualmie . 
Milwaukee Special 
Bald Mountain-Dayton .. 
Cloud Peak-Fort McKinney. 
Nantahala. 
Amity .. 

145 Lancaster-Mineral Point . 
146 Rogersville. 
I4'l Pisga.h. 

i!! ~:l~~t~c:y(~e~r.in~) .. 
150 Devils'Tower. 
151 Roan Mountain .. 

~:: ~~;:e.n~. . .... i 
154 Winslow : : : I 
155 Ann Arbor (reprint) .• .. 
156 Elk Point. 
IS? 
158 

Passaic. 
Rockland. 

159 Independence 
160 Accident~Grantsvme 

161 Franklin Furnace 
162 Philadelphia.,. 
165 SantaCruz. 

t 164 Belle Fourohe 
1: 166 Aberdeen-Redfield. 

165 EI Paso. , 
l6'l Trenton .. 

tI68 Jamestown-Tower. 
169 Watkins Glen-Catatonk . 
J 70 Mercersburg-Chambersburg 
171 Engineer Mountain . 

P'l2 Warren. 
1 n; Laramie-Sherman. 
174 Johnstown .. 
1 'l5 Birmingham .. 
1 'l6 Sewickley 
1"l"l Burgett~town-Carnellie ... 
1"l8 Fo.;;::burg-Clarion. 
1 'l9 Pawpaw-Hancock. 

t 180 Claysville. 
;181 Bismarck .. 
tI82 Choptank .. 

185 Llano-Burnet 
184 

P8S 
p86 
pa7 
11188 
189 

1190 
1191 
192 

1195 
194 
19. 
196 

1197 
198 
199 
200 

11201 
202 
20' 
204 
~205 
206 
20' 
208 
209 

Kenova. 
Murphysboro-Herrin 
ApiShapa' . 
Ellijay 
Tallula-Springfield. 
Barnesboro-Patton . 
Niagara. 

~::~~a:rt' : : : : :t: . 
San Francisco .. 
Van Horn 
Belleville-Breese. 
Phillipsburg 
Columbus. 
Castle Rock 
Silver City . 
Galena-Elizabeth . 
Minneapolis-St. Paul 
Eureka Springs-Harrison. 
Colorado Springs. 
Tolchester . 
Detroit. 
Leavenworth-Smithville. 
Deming. 
Colchester-Macomb. 
Nswell .. 

210 Herman-Morris 
211 Elkwn-Wilmington 
212 Syraouse-Lakin. 
215 New Athens-Okawville .• 
214 Raton-Brilliant-Koehler. 
215 Hot Springs 

State. 

Kansas .. 
Pennsylvania. 
Arizona. 
Arizona .. 
South Dakota . 
South Dakota . 
Pennsylvania . 
North Carolina-Tennessee 
North Dakota-Minnesota . 
Tennessee-North Carolina 
Arkansas-Miseouri 
Colorado. 
Pennsylvania. 
Oklahoma (Ind. T,) 
Pennsylvania. 
North Carolina-Tennessee 
Pennsylvania. . 
Arizona ....... , .. 
Wyoming-South Dakota. 
Wyo.-S. Dak.-Mont . 
Arizona. 
Colorado. 
Colorado ..... . 
Oklahoma (ind. T.) 
Pennsylvania. 
Pennsylvania. 
Colorado ...... . 
Maryland-Virginia. 
Del.-Md.-N. J 
California. 
Washington. 
Wisconsin. 
Wyoming. 
Wyoming ......... . 
North Carolina_ Tenneseee 
Pennsylvania ....... . 
Wisconsin-Iowa_Illinois. 
Pennsylvania .....•... 
N. Carolina-S. Carolina .. 
Missouri-Kansas. 
Maine. 
Wyoming ......... . 
Tennessee-North Carolina 
Md.-D.C. 
Colorado ....... . 
Ark.-Okla. (Ind. T.) . 
Michigan ...... . 
S. Dak._Nebr._Iowa ... . 
New Jersey-New York. 
Maine. 
Kansas .... 
Md.-Pa._W. Va 
New Jersey 
Pa.-N. J.-Del. 
California ... 
South Dakota 
South Dakota 
Texas .'. 
New Jersey-Pennsylvania. 
North Dakota 
New York. 
Pennsylvania. 
Colorado. 
Pennsylvania_New York 
Wyoming. 
Pennsylvania. 
Alabama. 
Pennsylvania •. 
Pennsylvania. 
Pennsylvania ... 
Md.-W. Va._Pa 
Pennsylvania. 
North Dakota 
Maryland. 
Texas. 
Ky.-W. Va.-Ohio. 
Illinois 
Colorado. 
Ga.-N. C.-Tenn 
Illinois 
Pennsylvania. 
New York 
New Jersey 
Maine. 
California.. 
Texas. 
Illinois 
Montana. 
Ohio. 
Colorado . 
New Mexico . 
Illinois-Iowa . 
Minnesota 
Arkansas-Missouri 
Colorado . 
Maryland. 
Michigan. 
Missouri_Kansas . 
New Mexico . 
Illinois. 
South Dakota 
Minnesota 
Md.-Del.-N. J.-Pa . 
Kansas .. 
Illinois .. 
New Mexico'-Colorado . 
Arkansas. 

t Octavo editions of these folios may be had at same price. 

Price.t 

Gents. 
5 

Out of stock, 
do . 
25 

Out of stock. 
do. 
5 
5 

Out of stock. 
do. 
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50 

Out of stock. 
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2. 

Out of stock, 
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do. 
5 
5 

Out of stock. 
do. 
5 

Out of stock. 
d" 
do. 
5 

Out of stock. 
do. 
do. 
do. 
do. 
do. 
do. 
5 
5 
5 

Out of stock. 
do. 
25 
5 
25 
.5 
25 
50 
25 
26 

'6 
25 
26 
25 
25 
25 
25 
25 
25 
2. 
25 
25 
50 
2. 
25 
25 
25 
26 
25, 
26 
25 
50 
2. 

I These folios are also published in octavo form at 50 cents each, except No. 19"5, 
which is 'l5 cents. 

The stock offoHos from Nos. 1 to IB4 and No. 186 was damaged 'by a fire in the Geological Survey building, but those folios that were only slightly damaged and are usable will be 
sold at 5 cents each. They are priced accordingly in the list above. Circulars showin2" the location of the area covered by any of the above folios, as well as information concernino:- topo
graphio maps and other publications of the Geological Survey, may be had on application to the Director, United States Geological Survey, Washington, D. C. 




